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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Background 
Ever since language learning became an important topic for 
researchers, the main areas of studies have been teaching English as a 
second language and teaching European languages to Americans (Mickel, 
1984). No matter how English and European languages vary in 
pronunciation and spelling, they all belong to the Latin-based, or 
alphabetic, group of languages. As the interest in learning a second 
language has grown, the area of target languages has extended to cover 
the non-Latin languages, although these languages have been studied 
relatively little. 
Among languages enjoying new interest, three non-alphabetic 
languages—Chinese, Japanese, and Korean-have received the most 
attention from linguistic researchers. Korean has a single syllabary 
system with 11 vowel and 13 consonant symbols; and only one symbol 
for each sound. Japanese has two syllabaries— Hiragana and Katagana-
each of which contains 46 basic letters representing 46 syllables 
(Nakajima, 1988; Sheridan, 1979). 
In Chinese, a logographic system, there are 21 initials, 16 finals, and 
four tones for phonetic symbols, which compose all syllables; and one 
character associates with only one syllable. It is especially noteworthy, 
however, that Chinese characters served as the initial writing system in 
both Japanese and Korean, where Chinese characters were used before 
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their own writing system was developed and are still used to some 
degree even to date, as well as in Chinese (Sheridan, 1979). 
Considering their effect on the other two non-alphabetic languages, 
and also their logographic orthography, Chinese characters have become 
the new focus of research on the learning of second languages. 
Unlike a phonemic writing system such as English, Chinese is a 
morphemic system, where characters map onto the syllable level. That 
is, each character forms a separate syllable able to stand alone with a 
distinct meaning and thus is a morpheme. The meanings of Chinese 
characters are conveyed directly through their ideographic features 
rather than through their sound because it is a system of visual symbols 
(Everson, 1988; Sheridan, 1979). In antiquity, Chinese pictographs 
either looked quite like the tangible objects they represented or 
exhibited obviously symbolic meanings. Over centuries, more 
compounds were developed, in which two or more meaningful elements 
were combined to generate a derived abstract meaning, and gradually 
they involved into phonetic characteristics (Taylor, 1978; Nakajima, 
1988). 
The phonetic compounds thus developed are composed of a 
meaning component, known as a "radical," which is used to indicate the 
general area of meaning of words, and of a phonetic component, which 
shows the sound. Given the pictographic, or symbolic, origins and the 
combination of elements, about 50,000 Chinese characters were formed, 
90 percent of which are phonetic compounds containing cues of 
meaning and sound. 
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Although the grapheme-meaning relation of Chinese characters is 
recognized by some researchers (Laychuk, 1983; Mickel, 1984; 
Nakajima, 1988; Rozin, Poritsky, and Sotsky, 1971; Smith, 1973), it 
remains a significant problem for a learner from the phonemic language 
system to read a great number of ideographic/logographic characters. 
As far as the differences among language systems are concerned, 
recent research suggests that reading different writing systems 
demands different strategies for processing (Biederman and Tsao, 1979; 
Besner and Coltheart, 1979; Everson, 1988; Hayes, 1987; Hung and 
Tzeug, 1981). 
In a study on reading Kana and Kanji, Sasanuma (1972) reported 
that the task demands for reading syllabary and logographic 
orthographies were quite different. Park and Arbuckle, studying 
Korean readers of Chinese characters (1977), also indicated differential 
task demands for the processing of syllabic and and morphemic writing 
systems. More recently. Hung and Tzeng (1981) found that alphabetic 
and morphemic writing systems might activate different coding and 
memory systems. 
On the other hand, Hayes (1987) suggested that the processing 
strategies employed to recognize individual characters might be 
different between native and nonnative learners. He found that 
American readers tended to regard characters as pictorial clues and 
therefore employed a mixed strategy of both phonological and visual 
processing, whereas the natives used a phonetic strategy. In a study by 
Park and Arbuckle (1977) and in an experiment conducted by Rozin et 
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al. (1971), the visual appeal of Chinese characters proved to be an 
important determinant in the processing strategy of American learners. 
From the physiological aspect, a number of studies have examined 
the locus of Chinese character processing. Geschwind (1979), in his 
"Specializations of the Human Brain," wrote that "The perception and 
analysis of nonverbal visual patterns such as perceptive drawings, is 
largely a function of the right hemisphere," whereas Kimura (1973) 
found that speech sounds were received and processed more accurately 
in the left hemisphere rather than in the right one. Consistent with the 
nature of cerebral hemisphere capabilities, the results of Tzeug and 
Wang's (1983) experiment indicated that alphabetic scripts such as 
English and Spanish demanded a greater involvement of functions in 
the left hemisphere, but, that logographs like Chinese demanded greater 
involvement in the right. 
The most significant study was conducted by Sasanuma (1972). 
Examining the reading work of Japanese aphasies, she found that 
impairment of Kana (Japanese syllabary system) was accompanied by a 
syndrome known as Broca's aphasis, while Kanji (Chinese characters 
used in Japanese) impairment was characterized by meaning aphasia. 
Despite some discrepancies resulting from methodological differences, 
several similar experimental studies of Japanese subjects all suggested 
that Kanji characters were processed in the right hemisphere 
(Sasanuma, 1974b, 1974c; Hatta, 1977; Sasanuma, Itoh, Mori, and 
Kobayashi, 1977). 
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Given the nature of right-hemisphere capabilities, the pictographic 
characteristic of Chinese characters and the findings of all these studies, 
a logical inference would be that learning a language, including 
recognition of speech sounds and written symbols, may involve the 
functions of the whole brain, yet the ability to memorize Chinese 
characters may require dominance of the right hemisphere. 
Facing the differences among languages, how can researchers and 
language teachers develop both general techniques for teaching all 
languages and a specific strategy for "special" languages such as 
Chinese? Benefiting from the technological revolution, computer-
assisted language learning (CALL) has significantly improved the 
language instructional environment. 
Since 1967, when the first language instruction program, which 
employed the power of mainframe computers in teaching Spanish 
vocabulary, was executed, a variety of other such programs have 
quickly followed in Latin, French, and German (Blake and Duncan, 
1985). These CALL materials have been confirmed, and their 
popularity has been established because of their capacities for 
unlimited repetition, immediate feedback, self-pacing, accuracy, etc. 
Unfortunately, the shortcomings involved, such as linear processing, 
isolated bits of language presented, or uncommunicative programming, 
have to some extent affected their value in second language learning 
(Putnam, 1983; Stevens, 1984). The main obstacle for the traditional 
CALL instruction acknowledged by most language teachers is its 
inability to provide linguistic interaction (Sanders and Kenner, 1983), 
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With the increase of knowledge about artificial intelligence, a number of 
additional applications have merged together to offer considerable 
potential for language instruction and to keep computer technology 
updated in linguistic programs. 
Hypermedia, which is a learning environment allowing intuitive 
and user-controlled access to information (Steven, 1989), is 
undoubtedly the most popular and powerful medium because of its 
capabilities of visual presentation of culturally and linguistically 
authentic situations and realistic interactions (Schulz, 1988). Under the 
control of the computer, hypermedia provides a wealth of modes of 
access into the material. The student is allowed to use the computer 
keyboard to control the flow of the images, to back up and repeat or 
jump ahead and skip, to freeze the frame for responses, or to consult 
help screens. The hypermedia system corresponds to learning theory 
holding that active engagement results in longer and deeper retention. 
Moreover, it appeals to an important principle of human learning: visual 
memory (Underwood, 1988). 
It seems obvious that the hypermedia, with the aid of visual and 
audio presentation and of free access, could be a fascinating and a 
capable medium for Chinese character instruction. So far, the studies of 
hypermedia applied to language learning have focused on the learning 
of phonemic languages such as Spanish, German, and French. Studies of 
the Chinese language are still rare. Nonetheless, the limited number of 
studies and the new technology generate a potential field for language 
research. 
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Statement of the Problem 
The main problem of learning Chinese character is that the Chinese 
writing script, with the logographic/ideographic features and the great 
amount of characters, generates a terribly heavy recognition and 
memorization task for second language learners. 
As a teacher who taught Chinese as a second language in Taiwan 
once asked, "What can we do to improve recognition achievement? How 
can we teach thousands of discrete Chinese characters in only a few 
hours? Can we find a way to help learners memorize, or at least 
recognize, the commonly-used characters?" Dictionaries are 
theoretically a good way to solve the problem. But can we expect a 
beginner who has no idta, or has only a vague concept, of the 
components and structures of characters to use a checking system based 
on checking the main element of the character? 
Although there are several phonetic symbol systems designed to 
help learners pronounce spoken Chinese, it is impossible to learn a 
language without learning its writing system, in this case Chinese 
characters. In addition to the difficulties of learning Chinese characters, 
there is the need for developing a specific strategy to teach the Chinese 
writing system effectively and economically. 
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Purposes of the Study 
The purposes of this study were 1) to develop a hypermedia 
instructional system based on Chinese etymology with which to teach 
Chinese-character-recognition skills to beginning Chinese-as-a-second-
language learners and 2) to evaluate the hypermedia system by 
investigating both users' attitudes towards the system and change in 
users' interest in learning Chinese characters before and after having 
used the system. 
More specifically, this study attempted to answer the following 
questions: 
1. Does application of Chinese etymology in the instruction of 
Chinese as a second language help on beginning learners 
recognize Chinese characters? 
2. Is an emphasis on the visual presentation of the features of 
Chinese characters effective in teaching beginning Chinese-as-
a-second-language learners to memorize Chinese characters? 
3. Does a computer-controlled hypermedia instructional system 
based on Chinese etymology enhance the interest of beginning 
Chinese-as-a-second-language learners in learning Chinese 
characters? 
4. How feasible is it to develop an etymology-based instructional 
system employing hypermedia technology to teach Chinese 
characters? 
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5. How do the individual characteristics of beginning Chinese-as-
a-second-language learners from various linguistic 
backgrounds correlate with learners' attitudes towards a 
hypermedia instructional system based on Chinese etymology? 
Significance of the Study 
This study was initial attempt to provide a etymology-based 
instruction in a hypermedia environment for beginners of Chinese as a 
foreign language. 
A number of experimental studies had shown that instruction 
emphasizing the radical and phonetic component and the visual 
presentation of Chinese characters will be more effective than one 
focusing on rote memorization of stroke orders. But the instructional 
materials used, even in these studies, were still limited to presentation 
cards or flash cards. To the writer's knowledge, none of them had been 
able to take advantage of the new instructional technology for teaching 
this ancient writing system. 
Two relevant studies had found the usefulness of computer-
assisted animation in the visual presentation of Kanji (Chinese 
characters in Japanese.) Their subject was Kanji, however, which was 
somewhat different in pronunciation and meaning from Chinese even 
though it keeps the same script. Therefore, this material was not 
appropriate as the material for teaching Chinese written language. 
Besides, because the more powerful media, videodiscs with the 
capabilities of computers, which offers high-quality visual display with 
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shorter access time — had been widely used in various instructional 
settings and has proved its value in education, it was worthwhile to 
examine the possibility of employing the interactive videodisc in the 
teaching of Chinese. 
This study developed an instructional system merging the old 
knowledge—the etymology—and the new technology—the interactive 
video-to overcome the difficulty of learning Chinese characters. It 
serves as a means of guidance for future studies on developing 
materials for teaching Chinese as a foreign language, and as 
encouragement for further assessment of these instructional materials. 
D e l i m i t a t i o n  
To focus on the purposes stated above, the following areas were not 
included within the scope of the study: 
1. The study did not include teaching writing skills within the 
instructional system. 
2. The study did not deal with the Chinese reading skills 
incorporating the structural characteristics of Chinese sentences 
into the instruction. 
3. The study did not include the simplified forms of characters. 
4. The study did not attempt to make comparisons with regular 
classroom instruction or more conventional computer assisted 
instruction. 
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L i m i t a t i o n  
Because of financial constraints, the researcher could not afford to 
make more than one 30-minute videodisc and thus included only 30 
characters in the instructional system. Information on each character 
took approximately one minute. 
Definition of Terms 
The terms used for the purposes of this research are defined below: 
1. Chinese character -- the writing system of Chinese language. 
Chinese characters are logographic symbols composed of various 
strokes. Most Chinese are monosyllabic morphemes. That is, each 
character forms a separate syllable able to stand alone with a distinct 
meaning. 
2. Chinese etymology -- the academic subject tracing the roots of 
Chinese writing. In Chinese etymology, the principles on which 
characters were formed are searched by analyzing both the original 
form and the evolution of characters. Correlations among images, 
meanings, and sounds are studied to identify rules for the use of 
characters in ancient China and to interpret ancient Chinese documents. 
3. Radical -- the element of Chinese character that suggests the 
common meaning and determines the classification of the character. All 
Chinese characters have radicals, which resemble the Latin and Greek 
prefixes of Indo-European languages. 
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4. Phonetic -- the element of a Chinese character that suggests the 
pronunciation of the character. The majority of Chinese characters are 
compounds consisting of a radical and a phonetic, whereas the 
remaining characters have no phonetic amongst their ideographic 
features. 
5. Hypermedia -- As defined by Chen (1989), an information-
organizing system that "links textual material to all forms of material 
that may be digitally encoded for storage and retrieval through a 
computer-based system, including images, sound, graphics, and 
animation" (p. 79). It is a learning environment giving students the 
power to explore a body of information by following individual interests 
and curiosity rather than the particular organization of the programmer. 
Being learner-sequenced, hypermedia presents a nonlinear approach to 
information management. 
6. HyperCard — Defined as "an authoring tool and an information 
organizer" by Bill Atkinson (Goodman, 1988), Apple's HyperCard 
program employs the concept of a stack of blank cards. The cards are 
given their power by drawing tools, painting tools, text layout tools, 
graphics tools, etc. With these tools, the teacher-author can develop his 
or her own courseware or modify existing programs without spending a 
great number of hours in programmer training. Another positive 
attribute of HyperCard is its programming language, called "Hypertalk," 
which is English-like and easy-to-use. 
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Procedures of the Study 
The study was conducted according to the procedures given below. 
1. Identify a problem area and specific topics. 
2. Review related literature. 
3. Write a proposal to be discussed with graduate advisors and 
the graduate committee. 
4. Determine the criteria for selecting representative Chinese 
characters. 
5. Define the extent of the information regarding these characters 
to be included. 
6. Select hardware and software to be employed in developing 
the instructional program. 
7. Identify the sample and the population to be studied. 
8. Construct questionnaires for evaluating the program to be 
developed. 
9. Present the proposal to graduate committee members. 
10. Submit the proposal to and obtain approval from the Iowa 
State University Human Subjects Review Committee. 
11. Select representative Chinese characters according to the 
criteria determined. 
12. Collect and analyze information related to the characters 
selected. 
13. Solicit a panel of experts in Chinese etymology and teaching 
Chinese as a second language to evaluated and approve 
selected material. 
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14. Organize the selected material. 
15. Create a videodisc program by which to present the organized 
material. 
16. Create a computer program with which to control the videodisc 
program. 
17. Conduct a workshop to instruct the sample in the uses of 
program. 
18. Present the instructional system for evaluation to the panel of 
experts. 
19. Use questionnaires to collect data from the sample and the 
teacher evaluators. 
20. Code and analyze the data. 
21. Write a final report and make recommendations based on the 
findings. 
Organization of the Study 
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. 
Chapter II. Review of the Literature. — a review of the related 
theories and research, including information regarding the nature of 
Chinese characters, the debate on the difficulty or ease of learning 
Chinese characters, the function of the human brain in the processing of 
characters, in visual memory, and in language learning, the instructional 
potential of the hypermedia system, and the hypermedia system's uses 
in Chinese-character instruction. 
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Chapter III. System Development and Evaluation. — A description 
of the procedures performed in preparing instructional material, 
developing videodisc and computer programs, selecting the sample, 
constructing questionnaires, and collecting and processing data. 
Chapter IV. Results. — a report of the results from statistical data 
analyses, verbal comments, and additional findings. 
Chapter V. Discussion. — a discussion of the results described in 
Chapter IV. Conclusions and recommendations for future studies are 
also included. 
CHAPTER II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The Nature of Chinese Characters 
History of formation 
According to the etymological study of written Chinese, Chinese 
characters dated from about the second millennium B. C. Although the 
history of the Chinese writing system is long and complex, six categories 
of character have been identified and are universally considered the 
elements of character formation. 
1. Pictoeraphs ( ^ if) . Hsiane-hsine): Characters in this 
category consist of ancient forms iconically representing concrete 
objects. For example, B (original form, " O ") depicts the sun; 
^ (original form, " ") depicts the moon; /L (original form, 
" ^ ") depicts human beings; and ^ (original form, " ") depicts 
trees and wood. 
2. Indicative symbols ( f . Chih-shih): They express an 
abstract notion by adding a symbol to a simple symbol or to a character 
to point out a position, a direction, or a movement. Examples are /] 
(original form, " ^ "), indicating the blade of a knife; _L (original 
form, " O "), indicating the up side of an object; and ^ (original form, 
" "), indicating the sound uttered by a cow. 
3. Logical aggregates ( ^ . Huei-vi): They are also named 
"associatives" (Newnham, 1971) or "compound ideographs" (Kow, 1984; 
Kuo, 1982) because they associate the meanings of two or more 
characters to express an abstract idea. For instance, (original form, 
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" "), showing a person (left element) leans on a tree (right element), 
means lû rest, (original form, " O J) "), associating the lights of the 
sun (left) and of the moon (right), signifies brightness. Composed of the 
characters for female ( ^ ) and child ( ^ ), the character means 
good, right: to love. 
4. PhQPÇtiç ideographs ( ^ . Hsin-sheng'): in this category, 
each of the characters is composed of two characters — a radical 
determining the class of general meaning and a phonetic furnishing the 
pronunciation. For example, > is the contracted form of 
(originally written " "), or water, and serves as the radical of 
characters such as (ocean). (river). (shower), and 7dL 
(soak), whose right-hand elements ( 4 » '6 . . and & ) serve 
as phonetics. In some cases, phonetic elements also contribute to 
meaning. The most significant examples of such elements are phonetic 
(meaning good, beautiful) and ^ (meaning small). Some of the 
phonetic ideographs of the former are (good words, meaning 
please, invitation). (good smu, meaning sunnv). and (good 
water, meaning clean and clear). 
5. Phonetic loans ( ff , Chia-chieh): A phonetic loan is a 
word of the spoken language that did not have a written form before 
borrowing one from a homophonic word as its written representative. 
Thus, ^ was originally written "X and stood for wheat. Later, it 
was borrowed as the written form of the word pronounced [lai], 
meaning to come. 
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6. Derivation characters ( ^ iï. . Chuan-chu): Such characters 
have synonymous meanings and were mutually derived. They are pairs 
sharing the same radicals and having similar meanings, and are thus 
used to interpret each other. In one of the most authoritative works on 
Chinese etymology, Shuo-Wen-Chie-Tsu ( 0^ ^ % ), there 
are only two examples of derivation characters -- ^ [lao] and ^ 
[kao], both meaning oM, and ^ [chi] and [mao], both meaning 
gxtrgmgly oM-
In ancient China, the first four categories of elements were 
considered the principles upon which new characters were created; the 
last two were considered means of extending character usage. Over the 
centuries the forms of characters became highly stylized, and their 
relations to their original pictures became less and less obvious. 
Similarly, because of subsequent phonetic transitions, phonetic elements 
can no longer provide significant clues about pronunciation. 
Distinctive features of characters 
Many researchers classify written Chinese as a logographic script 
because of irregular correspondence between the spoken and the 
written language (Hung & Tzeng, 1981; Taylor & Taylor, 1983). In fact, 
having developed independently of outside influence in about the 
second millennium B.C. , written Chinese is the only one of the three 
known logographic systems still in use (Language Files, 1982), 
As a logographic system, written Chinese has several distinctive 
features making it arguably the most unique writing system in the 
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world. Firstly, characters in Chinese are composed of a series of strokes, 
rather than letters. A series of strokes may contain dots, lines, and 
hooks, vertical, horizontal, or diagonal. At least 20 distinct strokes have 
been identified (Sheridan, 1979). The number of strokes contained by a 
character generally ranges from 9 to 27 (Hsia, 1970). But no matter 
how many strokes a character contains, each character is a perfect 
square of a fixed length (Ann, 1982; Nakajima, 1988; Sheridan, 1979). 
Because of this square shape, the graphic forms of a character can be 
top-bottom, left-right, outer-inner, or more complicated components 
(Nakajima, 1988). 
Secondly, as Sheridan (1979) pointed out, "Chinese is an uninflected 
language. That is, endings such as those indicating tense or number are 
not added directly to characters, and are instead either inferred form 
context or represented as separate characters" (p. 5), In print, Chinese 
characters cannot be capitalized as are letters in Western writing 
systems. Horizontal printing has been adopted, however and can be 
used as easily as the traditional vertical printing (Taylor, 1978; Wang, 
1973). 
Thirdly, written Chinese is a morphemic system. That is, each 
character can stand alone as a meaningful unit. Because of their 
pictographic origins, Chinese characters are often thought to have 
significantly visual appeal for expressing ideas. Thus, the meanings of 
characters are thought to be derived directly from ideographic features 
rather than from sound (Everson, 1988; Nakajima, 1988; Sheridan, 
1979). 
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Fourthly, regarding phonology, Chinese characters are monosyllabic, 
each character forming a separate syllable. Notwithstanding, Chinese 
has generated only 420 syllables among its thousands of characters. 
That is, Chinese relies heavily on homophones, which are distinguished 
mainly by the use of four tones (Leong, 1973; Wang, 1973). 
Finally, and most importantly, as a result of both phonetic loans 
among homophones and the strong association between pictographic 
origins and meanings, written Chinese has developed unique radical and 
phonetic features, which have been identified and studied by numerous 
scholars (Astor, 1970; Chao, 1968; Ching & Ching, 1975; Huang, 1967; 
Newnham, 1971; Wieger, 1965). The radical system originated form the 
meaning elements that contributed to characters semantically. The 
meaning elements eventually became "a specialized set of classifiers 
known as Radicals. ... All characters containing the same radical are 
listed together, under the Radical " (Kraemer, 1980, p. 3). Each Chinese 
character can be classified under one of these Radicals. Chinese is in 
fact the only known language having the radical feature (Sheridan, 
1979). 
Ninety percent of Chinese characters consist of not only a radical 
but also a phonetic (Ching & Ching, 1975). Pronunciation of these 
characters, known as phonetic compounds, are generally determined by 
the phonetic elements. Thus, characters having the same phonetic may 
have had the same, or at least a similar, pronunciation in ancient China. 
As a result of language evolution, the grapheme-meaning relation 
of modern Chinese characters may not be as obvious as it was originally. 
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The changes in graphemes, however, were not as significant as the 
changes in phonemes: Many sound clues have entirely lost their 
phonetic value (Kuo, 1982). Hence, lack of systematic phonetic cues in 
Chinese characters has been postulated by several researchers as an 
obstacle to teaching written Chinese (Chuang & Chen, 1973; Chao, 1957; 
Everson, 1988). Nevertheless, the association between shape and 
meaning can still be identified and this association exploited as an 
instructional aid in teaching Chinese (Astor, 1970; Leong, 1973; Makita, 
1976; Nakajima, 1988; Steinberg & Yamada, 1978). 
Debate on the Difficulty or Ease of 
Learning Chinese 
The difficulties 
Many researchers consider the learning of Chinese characters much 
more difficult than the reading of alphabetic or syllabic orthography, 
whereas others argue that it is easier. 
Kuo (1982) cited the words of a Chinese peasant from Hubei to 
support the thesis of the impracticability of Chinese orthography: 
"In Chinese," he wrote, " there are three too manys' and 'five 
difficulties.' The 'three too manys' are: too many characters, 
too many pronunciations, and too many strokes. The 'five 
difficulties are difficulties in recognizing, in reading, in writing, 
in remembering, and in using." (p. 2) 
Tzeng and Wang (1983) commented that the main difficulty of 
learning written Chinese is the mastering of thousands of distinctive 
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characters and that the only way to learn to read the language is 
through rote memorization. Ann (1982) summarized the complaints 
expressed by his English-speaking colleagues, which were, strangely 
enough, consistent with the complaints of the Chinese peasant. 
According to Ann (1982), the difficulties of learning Chinese characters 
were four fold; 1) great numbers of characters, 2) irregular numbers of 
strokes composing characters, 3) similar appearances in perfect square 
blocks, and 4) no regular associations among pattern, pronunciation, and 
meaning. Hsia (1970) studied the strokes of Chinese characters and 
proposed that the great number of strokes constituted "the inherent 
complexity of structure" impeding learning and writing of Chinese (p. 
1 1 1 ) .  
In addition to the problems of appearance and number of Chinese 
characters, Goldenthal (1978) pointed out that the lack of an alphabet­
like syllabary and the lack of common word origins with European 
languages further complicate the problems for English-speaking 
learners. Several researchers noted the gap between spoken and 
written Chinese and no systematic phonetic content provided in the 
graphic structure of characters, as well (Chuang & Chen, 1973; Everson, 
1988; Wang, 1966). Although transitions in pronunciation from ancient 
Chinese to modern Chinese is a possible reason for the loss of phonetic 
cues (Kuo, 1982), Chao, an internationally known phonetician laying the 
foundation of Chinese modern linguistics, analyzed the Chinese writing 
system and concluded that the reason Chinese characters have 
maintained the association between shape and meaning but have not 
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maintained phonetic values is "the relatively non-phonetic nature of the 
characters" (Chao, 1957, p. 4). 
Doubtless, recognizing sound clues in modern written Chinese is an 
approximate science because of the loss of phonetic values. As 
Sandsberry (1980) pointed out "the organization of elements in phonetic 
compounds is not completely reliable, and the same element may be a 
radical in one character and a phonetic in another" (p. 98). Moreover, 
learning to read Chinese characters fluently was found to require two 
more years of study than was learning to read fluently in a phonetic 
orthography (Mills, 1956). 
The ease 
Some researchers postulate that the difficulties of learning to read 
Chinese characters have been vastly exaggerated (Alber, 1989; Leong, 
1973; Makita, 1976; Park & Arbuckle, 1977; Sheridan, 1979; Steinberg 
& Yamada, 1978). 
Through a computer analysis of phonetic components of the 3000 
most commonly-used Chinese characters, Alber (1989) reported that at 
least half of these characters have useful phonetics. He suggested that 
the phonetic indicators can help students predict the pronunciation of 
unknown characters, or at least better equip students to remember the 
pronunciation once learned. By studying the frequency of phonetic 
elements in 500 Chinese characters of high-frequency use, John 
DeFrancis (1984) argued that scholars should draw more attention to 
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the crucial role of phonetics in the Chinese writing system. He 
concluded optimistically; 
If a reader of Chinese knew only a hundred characters, almost 
every other character in a piece of writing would be familiar to 
him. With a knowledge of 1,100 characters, only every tenth 
character would be unfamiliar, and in two-thirds of the 
remaining 90 percent of the characters there would be a useful 
phonetic clue to help the reader recall the pronunciation of the 
character. ... Thus a reader with a knowledge of the phonetic 
component in Chinese writing has two chances out of three of 
guessing correctly the pronunciation of any given character he 
[or she] is likely to encounter in reading, (p. 85) 
Both Leong (1973) and Makita (1976) supported the significance of 
phonetic components and pointed out the semantic effect of radicals on 
the meanings of characters. As a result of their studies in Chinese 
history, they insisted that Chinese writing symbols had been created in 
a systematic way (see "History of Formation," this chapter). 
Jew (1981) mentioned that Chinese characters provide learners 
excellent recognition opportunities characters. She argued that the 
complexity of strokes should not cause problems in learning to read 
Chinese because a literate person does not memorize characters 
according to its stokes. On the other hand, a greater number of srtokes 
should make a character easier to recognize because there will be more 
visual clues in the fixed square space of a character. Her hypothesis is 
consistent with Nakajima's (1988) suggestion that the complicated 
graphic forms of the Chinese characters used in Japanese, or Kanji. is an 
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advantage in visual processing because of the abundant visual cues that 
the student can use to distinguish one character from another (p. 77). 
Sheridan (1979) also stated that characters are more visually and 
semantically distinct than are letters. Both Jew (1981) and Nakajima 
(1988) agreed, however, that characters are probably more difficult to 
write than letters. 
Several experimental studies have indicated that learning to read 
Chinese characters is no more difficult, and may be easier, than learning 
to read a phonetic language. Chu (1974) presented 100 characters, each 
in the correct and in three different incorrect positions, to college 
students who did not know Chinese and asked them to identify the 
correct position. The average score for correct identification was 
approximately 60. Examining the effects of Chinese characters and of 
Korean alphabetic script on memory. Park and Arbuckle (1977) 
sampled 26 Koreans in Korea and found that subjects performed better 
in terms of both recognition and recall when reading Chinese 
ideographic symbols than when reading Korean alphabetic symbols. 
Steinberg and Yamada (1978) used three- and four-year-old Japanese 
children to investigate the differences between learning Japanese Kanji 
(Chinese characters) and Kana (Japanese syllabic script). Results 
showed that children learned significantly more Kanji and considered 
Kanji more meaningful. One noteworthy finding of their study was that 
the relation between stroke number of characters and learning 
achievement was not significant. 
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The studies mentioned in this section suggest that learning to read 
Chinese characters is not as difficult as claimed and that certain features 
of the ideographic script seem to make it even easier to memorize than 
alphabetic script. 
Functions of Brain and Information Process 
of Chinese Characters 
Concerning the task of learning to read according to different 
orthographic systems, researchers have become interested in the effect 
of different writing systems on physiological mechanics and information 
processing strategies. 
Information-processing strategies for Chinese characters 
Unlike English, which is a phonological writing system, Chinese is 
logographic. Analyzing the two writing systems, Liu (1978) 
diagrammed the different ways in which the systems convey meaning. 
In Figure 1, it can be seen that, by path A, English readers associate 
graphic input with acoustic image and then gather meaning through 
acoustic transformation. That is, meanings are received phonologically. 
By path B, Chinese readers assess meaning directly from graphic input. 
To test the hypothesis of different language paths, as postulated by 
Liu (1978), numerous researchers became interested in the information 
processing strategies employed to read in different languages. 
Rozin, Poritsky, and Sotsky (1971) taught 30 Chinese characters to 
eight second-grade black students with severe reading difficulties. 
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Aural 
Visual 
Path A PathB 
Figure 1. Relation of orthographies to meaning. 
(Liu, 1978, p. 154) 
Results showed that those students who could not read single 
consonant-vowel-consonant words learned characters so quickly that 
they were able to understand sentences composed of the 30 characters. 
The researchers attributed this success to the fact that, during 
information processing, Chinese writing symbols bypass the abstract 
phonetic approach. Harrigan (1976) later replicated the study of Rozin 
et al. (1971) on seven white first-graders and found similar results. 
Other studies indicated, however, that phonological encoding 
occurred in reading Chinese. Erickson, Mattingly, and Turvey (1973) 
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phonetically similar, semantically similar, orthographically similar, or 
entirely dissimilar (control items). Significant differences were found 
between the time for recalling phonetically similar characters and the 
time for recalling control characters. The researchers consequently 
asserted that a phonetic strategy had been used and suggested that 
Kanji characters may be stored in phonetic short-term storage during 
linguistic processing. 
To examine the mode of short-term memory storage for Chinese 
written symbols, Chu-Chang and Loritz (1977) conducted an experiment 
with Chinese bilingual subjects. A list of phonetically, semantically, and 
graphically similar Chinese characters and another list of English words 
were provided as reading material. Subjects made more phonetic errors 
in recalling Chinese characters, but more graphic errors in recalling 
English words. In a later study, Chu-Chang (1979) had Chinese fourth-
and fifth-grade students who spoke Cantonese as their first language 
and Mandarin as their second language read Chinese written material. 
Because modern Chinese writing is based on Mandarin, subjects in this 
study were obliged to read material composed of vocabulary and 
sentences either congruent or incongruent to their native spoken 
languages. Results showed that congruent material was easier to read. 
Chu-Chang concluded that a phonological strategy was indeed used and, 
moreover, rejected the hypothesis that characters directly map on 
meaning. 
Two experiments were conducted by Tzeng, Hung, and Wang 
(1977b) to determine whether phonetic encoding occurs during the 
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reading of individual characters and sentences. Characters and 
sentences which were phonemically either similar of dissimilar were 
presented to fluent native readers of Chinese. Results similar to those 
of Chu-Chang's (1979) and Chu-Chang and Loritz's (1977) studies were 
found: subjects required more time to read phonemically similar items. 
The findings in both experiments were consistent with those of Erickson 
et al. (1973): all five experiments indicated that the sound-shape 
association was not bypassed in the processing of Chinese ideographs 
and, furthermore, a phonetic strategy was used in reading Chinese. 
Regarding discrepancies in the findings of research focused on the 
mode of linguistic processing of Chinese orthography, Chu-Chang and 
Loritz (1977) suggested that there may be two stages in the reading 
process: the first stage being predominantly visual, and the second 
stage being predominantly phonological. That is, readers use a visual 
strategy (Stage I) when reading an unfamiliar language, whereas they 
use a more phonological strategy when reading a native-like language 
(Stage II). 
This suggestion is supported by finding according to which 
beginning learners used more visual encoding and fluent readers used 
more phonological encoding strategies. For instance, American children 
of Harrigan's (1976) and Rozin, Poritsky, and Sotsky's (1971) studies did 
not know Chinese and learned characters by a visual approach. Chu-
Chang and Loritz's (1977) Chinese subjects, who were proficient in 
Chinese reading but were not skilled in English, made more phonetic 
errors in Chinese lists and more visual errors in English lists. 
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Investigating the reading strategies of both Chinese readers and 
American readers, all of whom were proficient in Chinese Mandarin, 
Hayes (1988) indirectly supported the two-stage reading-process 
theory. At the sentence level, the predominant strategy for native 
readers was a mix of phonological and graphic encoding, whereas the 
strategy for nonnative readers was graphic. From these results, Hayes 
concluded that visual processing was the strategy that nonnative 
speakers used to learn to read Chinese ideographs. 
Phvsiological studies in Chinese orthoeraohv 
It is a widely accepted hypothesis that certain regions of the human 
brain are critical to specific human abilities (Geschwind, 1979). From 
results of their experiments, Kimura (1973) reported that speech 
sounds were processed more quickly and accurately in the left 
hemisphere of the brain than in the right hemisphere. Likewise, Young, 
Bion, and Ellis (1980) found that the right hemisphere is better at 
processing visual stimuli and the left hemisphere is better at processing 
sound. 
Employing linguistic analyses of the possibility of various 
processing paths for different languages, numerous physiological 
experiments have been conducted to investigate the specialized region 
in which logographic writing is process. Some of the most significant 
and most frequently cited studies are a series of experiments conducted 
by Sasanuma on Japanese aphasies. 
Sasanuma (1974a) defined aphasia as a disorder of spoken (Broca 
aphasia) and/or written (Gogi aphasia) language abilities that results 
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from brain damage to specific location. In the first experiment, 
Sasanuma and Fujimura (1971) selected aphasia patients as subjects 
and investigated the effect of brain damage on reading and writing of 
Kana and Kanji. These researchers found that patients with speech 
disorders committed significantly more errors in the reading and 
writing of Kana than of Kanji. In subsequent studies, Sasanuma 
(1974a,b,c) concluded that patients with Broca aphasia experienced 
significant difficulties in processing Kana. whereas those with Gogi 
aphasia experienced significant difficulties in processing Kanji. Hence, 
he suggested that the predominant difference between Kana and Kanji 
was the phonological processing of Kana. which was processed through a 
mediate phonetic path between graph and meaning associations. 
In 1977, Sasanuma, Itoh, More, and Kobayashi experimented with 
normal subjects, using a visual half-field experimental paradigm. In 
this experiment, Kana and Kanji words were tachistoscopically exposed 
in the left and the right visual fields. The righ-visual-field (RVF) 
superiority for recognition of Kana was found significant, but left-
visual-field (LVF) superiority for Kanji was not statistically significant. 
Using the tachistoscopical paradigm, Hatta (1977), who found that LVF 
superiority was significant in terms of the recognition of both high and 
low familiarity Kanji characters, suggested that Kanji characters were 
processed in the right hemisphere. 
Biederman and Tsao (1979) conducted an experiment examining 
S troop Interference of English- and Chinese-speaking subjects. The 
S troop Interference experiment, first conducted by J. R. Stroop in 1935, 
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required subjects to respond to color names printed in incongruent 
colors. A basic thesis of the S troop study is that the correspondence 
between script and speech of any type of orthography plays an 
important role in the reading process (Yeh, 1985). In Biederman and 
Tsao's study (1979), Chinese subjects evidenced the experiencing of 
greater interference in that they required longer reaction times than 
did the English subjects. The researchers suggested that the processing 
of Chinese characters and the recognition of colors were both performed 
in the right hemisphere and, therefore, had competed for the same 
perceptual capabilities. 
In two subsequent studies comparing possible hemispheric 
differences in the processing of alphabetic and logographic script (Tsao, 
Feustel, & Soseos, 1979; Tso, Wu, & Feustal, 1982), Tsao et al. (1979, 
1982) reported that interference for English information processing of 
English subjects was significantly greater in the RVF than in the LVF, 
whereas interference for Chinese subjects processing logographic 
characters was significantly greater in the LVF than in the RVF. 
The right hemispheric superiority of Chinese character processing 
was also supported by the findings of Tzeng and Wang's (1983) study. 
In this study, alphabetic scripts such as English and Spanish, as well as 
Hebrew and Arabic, which are right-to-left scripts, enjoy the RVF 
advantage, whereas Chinese characters enjoy the LVF advantage. 
Focusing on the possible differences among Chinese ideographs, 
Tzeng, Hung, and Garro (1977a) investigated the processing of two types 
of characters: pictographs, which have pictographic origin; and phonetic 
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ideographs, which have phonetic components. Results showed 
significant LVF superiority for both types of characters. 
The literature reviewed thus far has pointed to graphic imagery as 
the key feature of Chinese orthography. Their nonphonetic base and 
their grapheme-meaning association probably lead to Chinese 
ideographs being process in the right hemisphere of the brain, along a 
somewhat visual, as well as phonological, encoding pathway. 
The following statements by Mickel (1984) summarize the major 
findings regarding the reading of Chinese: 
... the principle of picture superiority effect, the image 
recognition capabilities of the right hemisphere of the brain 
and the pictographic origins of the Chinese writing system 
suggest a pedagogical strategy of teaching students to analyze 
critically every Chinese character with the goal of recognizing 
the object or concept, whether easily identifiable from surface 
features or opaquely hidden, behind all characters, (p. 3) 
Hypermedia 
Before hypermedia was developed, Ted Nelson in the 1960s 
developed a series of text-management systems, known as hypertext, 
which allowed users to select a segment of text on the screen and to call 
up related informaiton such as translations, footnotes, or references 
(Jonasson, 1988). Although hypertext applications were limited to the 
linking of textual or numeric documents, the system's concept of 
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nonsequential links served as the basis for the development of 
hypermedia. 
Hypermedia associates textual material with nontextual information 
stored in a variety of media, including audio, video, graphics, and 
animation. According to Steven (1989), "Hypermedia is not an 
authoring system, nor is it a programming language. It is an 
environment which allows intuitive, user-controlled access to 
information" (pp. 43-44). Thus, in a hypermedia environment, learning 
is based on student interest to the extent that it is driven in personal 
sequences determined by individual students rather than in "proper" 
sequences predetermined by programmers or instructors (Underwood, 
1988). "The value of the hypermedia environment lies in the number 
of choices it offers to the student," John Underwood wrote in his report 
forecasting intelligent CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning) use 
in the 1990s (Underwood, 1989b, p. 76). 
The theoretical foundation of hypermedia is the active and personal 
engagement in learning, an engagement that is believed to result in the 
learning of more knowledge for a longer time (Underwood, 1988, 
1989a). The benefits of self-paced learning in a context-rich and 
anxiety-free environment and the importance of multisensory involve­
ment are all considered in the development of hypermedia (Krashen, 
1981; Postovsky, 1981; Winitz, 1981). The effectiveness of visual 
memory on learning is another attribute of involvement of video media. 
Dede (1988), who focused on the constructs of cognitive 
development, classified hypermedia as a type of "cognition enhancer." 
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... long-term human memory is stored as associational semantic 
networks; a student can know all the material to be 
communicated, but not have his or her ideas in the linear 
"stream" required for written or oral communication. An "idea 
process," a way of creating externally a multi-dimensional 
construct that mirrors the concepts and links forming the 
material in the learner's memory, can resolve this problem. 
With knowledge externalized into a hypermedia system, the 
student then can traverse this network along alternative paths 
through nodes and links, seeking the right sequential stream 
for the intended content, audience, and goals. The computer is 
working in cognitive partnership to eliminate the overload 
involved in transfering long-term to short-term memory. Also, 
a person's access to long-term memory may be enhance by the 
process of building and using hypermedia, (pp. 118-119) 
A hypermedia environment can be supported by various 
instructional systems such as Interactive Videodiscs (IVD or lAV), 
Compact Discs Interactive (CDI) and Digital Video Interactive (DVI). Of 
these three technologies, interactive videodiscs are applied in language 
instruction most often (Coughlin, 1989). 
Hypermedia Applications in Language 
Learning 
Because there is as yet no report on the applications of either CDI or 
DVI on language instruction, interactive videodiscs have become the 
focal technology of CALL research. 
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There are four levels of interactive videodisc system, each having 
different degrees of interactivity (Schulz, 1988). Level 0 offers no 
control to the user except in terms of turning the system on and off: the 
videodisc player works similarly to a videotape player. Level I comes 
with a keypad and allows random access to any segment of information. 
Interaction provided is minimal at this level. Level II systems use 
videodisc players with a built-in microprocessor. The computer 
program is stored on an audio track, which permits some branching and 
answer processing. Level III system is composed of a random-access 
videodisc player and an external microcomputer. The user is given 
control over all relevant capabilities — branching, graphic overlays, or 
instructional strategies, and therefore relatively sophisticated 
interaction is permitted. Level III systems, also named intelligent 
videodisc systems, become representative of interactive videodisc 
systems. The term IVD, which is used in the following discussion, refers 
to Level III systems. 
Combining the interactive flexibility of the computer and the high-
quality visual presentation of the videodisc, IVD is considered 
particularly useful for adaptive and interactive instruction 
accommodating individual differences. Although the military sector is 
used to be the major applier of IVD technology, which is in its infancy 
(Daynes, 1984), IVD has become the most popular and powerful 
medium for language instruction because of its capabilities of visual 
presentation both of culturally and linguistically authentic situations 
and of realistic interactions (Schulz, 1988). As Morgenstern (1986) puts 
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it, "the videodisc option offers the most promise for language learning 
materials that stress conversation and cultural awareness" (p. 28). 
Although the benefits of IVD systems to language learning have 
been generally recognized, research into the actual effects of these 
systems is not extensive. Nevertheless several studies have illustrated 
its potential. 
The first videodisc for language learning was developed by Brigham 
Young University in 1981. The program, entitled Montevidisco. was 
filmed in Mexico and was used as a video-based simulation of a visit to 
a Mexican village for intermediate-level Spanish instruction. Gale 
(1983) investigated the effect of Montevidisco on college students and 
reported great motivation among learners and significant improvement 
in the vocabulary acquisition and retention. 
Comparing the effectivenesses of the IVD system and traditional 
classroom instruction among college students of beginning French, 
Crotty (1984) found that the IVD group tended to perform better than 
did the classroom group although his results were not statistically 
significant. 
Related study was conducted by Verano (1987) to investigate the 
effectiveness of the Spanish instructional program, Zarabanda. a 
twenty-five-episode soap opera controlled by a HyperCard program and 
developed by Underwood (1988). In Verano's (1987) study, the video 
was presented in three different modes: linear, segmented, and 
interactive. Data from this study revealed that university students 
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receiving instruction in the interactive mode performed better on 
comprehension tests than did those from the other two groups. 
Javetz (1986) developed interactive video materials designed to 
developing listening comprehension in beginning learners of Hebrew as 
a second language. In this study, the interactive treatments seemed to 
facilitate recall of both story and details among learners who had 
acquired the necessary Hebrew vocabulary and seemed to facilitate 
success in terms of achievement for students with moderate grade-
point averages, as long as they had a fair grasp of Hebrew vocabulary. 
With the courseware Klavier im Haus. developed by Brigham Young 
University and based on a German television program, Schrupp, Bush, 
and Mueller (1983) compared the effectivenesses of IVD instruction and 
of traditional instruction methods. After viewing this program, first-
year German students were tested on comprehension and retention of 
content. Results of this experiment suggested that IVD instruction was 
more useful than was traditional instruction. 
In summary, most IVD-instruction study asserted that their 
language-learning advantages could be realized in achievement, 
retention, and motivation. Concerning the small number of studies, 
however, an Air Force Academy German Department study reported 
that the limiting factor of IVD application in language instructions to 
date has not been technology, but software (Schrupp et al., 1983). 
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Interactive Videodisc System and Chinese Character 
Instruction 
The shortage of software is a common obstacle in the application of 
interactive video-based instruction to language learning. Especially in 
the field of Chinese as a second language, useful software has not 
become available. There are two programs dealing with Chinese 
characters that have been developed, however. 
The first program was developed by the University of Toronto 
(Nakajima, 1988). This program is tutorial in written Kanji for English-
speaking learners of Japanese. To help learners master the shape-
meaning association, it emphasizes the visual presentation of characters. 
Information on 300 characters is organized into four categories: 1) 
graphics, 2) sound, 3) semantics, and 4) usage. The writing procedure 
and the history of Kanii characters are presented by computer-assisted 
animation. Pronunciation and Roman transcription are provided to 
enhance auditory and visual images. Related words and common 
contexts are also made available. 
Another program emphasizes applying Kanji in everyday contexts 
such as using street names, reading a menu, and giving or receiving 
directions (Ashworth & Stelovsky, 1989). This program is exploratory 
in nature, helping the learner "experience" a computer-presented city, 
all the while controlling the learning process according to his/her 
response to various characters. 
Although pronunciation and usage of Chinese characters in Chinese 
are different from those in Japanese, the Kanji programs confirm the 
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possibility and the value of integrating interactive video technology into 
the teaching of Chinese characters. 
CHAPTER III. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION 
This chapter describes the tasks performed for this study, which 
was conducted in three phases; 1) preparation of content, 2) design and 
development of the system, and 3) evaluation of the system (see Figure 
2). 
Preparation of content itself took place in a number of phases: 
1. defining the target population to study the program, 
2. determining the objectives of the system, 
3. selecting characters, 
4. collecting and analyzing information related to the characters 
selected, 
5. primary evaluation and approval of content, and 
6. organization of content. 
Design and development of the hypermedia instructional system 
focused on hardware requests and courseware development. The latter 
included creating a videodisc program and a computer program for 
controlling the videodisc. 
Evaluation of the system included: 
1. design of the evaluation, 
2. questions of the evaluation, 
3. description of variables, 
4. instrumentation, 
5. subjects, 
6. data collection, and 
7. statistical processing and data analyses. 
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Start 
Select characters 
Organize the content 
Define the target users 
Evaluate and approve the content 
Examine existing video 
program 
Determine the objectives of the course 
Transfer the master tape 
to a videodisc 
Install the hypermedia 
system 
Make a nev/ video program 
on a master tape 
Develop a computer 
program 
Collect and analyze information related 
to the characters selected 
Record the sound 
into the computer 
program 
Figure 2. Flow chart of tasks for conducting the study. 
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End 
Analyze data 
Make final reports 
Develop evaluation 
questionnaires 
Set evluation question 
and hypotheses 
Select student subjects 
and teacher evaluators 
Collect data from student subjects 
and teacher evaluators 
Figure 2. (Continued) 
STAGE I: PREPARATION OF CONTENT 
To establish an effective and efficient hypermedia environment, 
selection and organization of courseware content were extremely 
important. The content was prepared by 1) defining the target 
population to study the program, 2) determining the objectives of the 
courseware, 3) selecting characters, 4) collecting and analyzing 
information related to the characters selected, 5) evaluating and 
approving the content, and 6) organizing the content. 
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Defining the Target Population to Study 
the Program 
The target population was non-Chinese learners of the Chinese 
characters. The grade level of learners was post-secondary. The purpose 
of the learner using this system was to increase their ability to 
recognize Chinese characters. 
Determining the Objectives of the 
Courseware 
The main purpose of the instructional system was to improve 
learners' abilities to recognize Chinese characters. The secondary 
purpose of the system was to increase learners' interest in learning 
Chinese characters. According to the two purposes, objectives of the 
course are listed as follows: 
1. Learners will be able to recognize the features of each 
character introduced in the course. 
2. Learners will be able to memorize the meaning of each 
character introduced in the course. 
3. Learners will be able to memorize the pronunciation of each 
character introduced in the course. 
4. Learners will be able to predict the meanings of unknown 
characters containing one of the radicals introduced in the 
course. 
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5. Learners will be able to predict the sound of unknown 
characters containing one of the phonetics introduced in the 
course. 
6. Learners will learn the characters introduced in the course 
without great difficulties. 
7. Learners will have positive attitudes towards learning Chinese 
characters. 
8. Learners will want to learn more characters. 
Selecting Characters 
The most important factor in successful instruction is the 
appropriateness of material. In the Kangxi dictionary, one of the most 
authentic Chinese dictionaries in use, about 40,000 characters are 
recorded. Although 78% of these are archaic or obsolete. Teaching all of 
the remaining current characters, about 10,000 in number, presents a 
tremendous, if not impossible, task for any instructional system. Hence, 
there exists a strong need to select representative characters. 
Criteria for selection of characters 
Generally speaking, two criteria were employed in this study: 
1) high frequency of use (Na, 1976; Alber, 1989; Kuo, 1982), and 
2) potential for generating new knowledge (Kraemer, 1980). 
High frequency of use Of the above mentioned 10,000 characters, 
only a fraction is in frequent use. Teaching the most frequently-used 
characters seems a reasonable approach to enhancing the effectiveness 
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of Chinese-character instruction because it enables learners to read 
those characters encountered most often in their daily lives. 
Many such lists of the most frequently used characters have been 
made, and they have varied in content according to the judgement of 
individual researchers. Na (1976) counts the characters appearing in 
textbooks and defines frequency of use as the number of times 
characters are used in textbooks, whereas Ashworth and Stelovsky 
(1989) base frequency of use on the characters, such as names, signs, or 
menus, daily used by people. The number of these characters ranges 
from 1,057 (Kuo, 1982) to 3,500 (Leong, 1976). The most recent list, 
published by the Chinese government in 1985, includes 3,000 
characters (Alber, 1989). 
To make this study useful to learners in modern society, the 
characters presented in this study were selected from this recent list of 
the most frequently used characters. 
Potential for generating new knowledge It is common knowledge 
that the ideogram of the Chinese character conveys meaning directly 
through shape. Therefore, the radical of an individual character always 
serves as the clue to the general meaning of the character. Another 
such clue is the pronunciation of a character — the phonetic element. 
That is, several characters may share a phonetic element and, therefore, 
have the same or similar pronunciations. 
Once students learn the meanings of radicals and the pronunciation 
of phonetic elements, they can easily grasp the general meanings and 
pronunciation of characters never learned before. Hence, it was 
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considered effective to include information concerning meanings and 
pronunciations of these basic elements contained by most characters in 
the instruction. 
To achieve this aim, the selection stage took into account meaning 
and pronunciation elements. There was a difference between the 
elements selected in this study and those selected in traditional studies. 
Unlike traditional studies, which treat a character part that is not a 
meaningful unit as an element, this study chose only the elements that 
are meaningful characters in themselves and that serve as sound or 
meaning bases for other characters. 
In sum, the representative characters of this study had to exhibit 
either or both of the following features: 
1 ) belonging to the groups of the most frequently used characters; 
and 
2) being the meaning or sound elements for a number of 
characters. 
Procedure of selection of Characters 
According to the criteria described above, the first 300 of the 3000 
most frequently used characters (Alber, 1989) were analyzed by their 
radical (the element determining general meaning) and their phonetic 
(the element determining general pronunciation). The number of 
compounds generated by each radical or phonetic was counted, and the 
elements generating the greatest number of compounds were selected 
as representatives (see Appendix A, B). 
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Because one of the objectives for developing the system was to 
demonstrate the relations between compounds and radicals and 
between compounds and phonetics, the selected characters had to 
include compounds composed of the selected radicals and phonetics. 
Therefore, the representative of compounds were selected from among 
those compounds consisting of the selected radicals and the selected 
phonetics and according to the following criteria: 1) that each compound 
have a high frequency of use, and 2) that each element have at least 
one but not more than two representative compounds. 
Because of the time limitation, 30 characters were the 
predetermined number of sample characters. The intention of the 
researcher was to use ten radicals, ten phonetics, and ten compounds. 
However, the first ten radicals generating the greatest number of 
compounds and the first ten phonetics did not constitute the ten most 
frequently used compounds. In this study, the tenth radical selected 
did not have a representative compound consisting of one of the 
selected phonetics. Unfortunately, the eleventh radical generated much 
fewer compounds than the tenth did. As a result, the tenth radical was 
not used; instead, the eleventh compound, which was composed of the 
ninth radical and the third phonetic, was. 
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Collecting and Analyzing Information Related to 
the Characters Selected 
Once the characters to be taught were selected, collecting and 
analyzing information related to these characters became the focus of 
the study. Because the objectives of this program were to help learners 
recognize the features and memorize the meaning and pronunciation of 
each character and also to develop the learners' ability to predict the 
meanings and sounds of unknown characters, the following information 
about each character was collected: I) the origin and evolution, 2) the 
meaning, 3) the pronunciation, 4) the structure, and 5) the usage. 
The origin and evolution of characters 
Like the history of China, the history of Chinese characters has 
spanned a very long time and has given rise to a number of interesting 
stories. According to their origins, Chinese characters are classified into 
six categories. The original features of characters of the Pictographic 
category look like the physical objects that the characters named. In 
the category of Indicative Symbols, each character was composed of 
pictographic elements and indicative symbols for indicating the 
direction or numbers of the pictographic elements. The meaning of an 
Indicative Symbol is therefore more abstract than that of a Pictograph. 
The third category is the Logical Aggregate in which characters are 
made of two or more meaningful parts and thereby generate new 
meanings. Comprising the greatest number of characters. Phonetic 
Ideographs, the fourth category, are formed by the combination of 
meaningful and phonetic parts. Most Chinese characters acquire their 
meanings according to one of these four methods. In the last two 
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categories, characters are either derived or loaned from other existing 
characters. 
Study of each character's evolution facilitates the recognition and 
memorization of each character. Interestingly, the ways the ancient 
Chinese formed characters reveal their views of this world, and 
therefore study of the origin and the history of characters helps 
learners understand not only the Chinese characters themselves, but 
also the culture and the philosophy of the Chinese. 
Meaning 
Many characters have retained their original meanings. Over the 
centuries, however, most Chinese characters have acquired several 
meanings besides that of the original. Therefore, although cn 
understanding of the original meanings of characters is necessary, it is 
not sufficient. In this study, if an individual character had many 
meanings other than its original one, only the meanings most frequently 
used in modern life were presented in this program. 
With compounds of Phonetic Ideographs, the elements implying 
meaning were pointed out specifically. 
pronunciatiQn 
Taking into account the various backgrounds of nonnative speakers, 
this study used several different phonetic systems with which to 
transcribe pronunciation. 
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Four main phonetic systems are used for teaching spoken Chinese: 
1) the Wade or Wade-Giles system, designed by Thomas Wade and 
modified by H. A. Giles; 2) the Yale system, developed by G. A. Kennedy 
of Yale University; 3) the Kwoyeu Romanization system (Luomazi), 
adopted by the Chinese government in 1928; and 4) the Pinyin system, 
officially approved by the People's Republic of China in 1958. Because 
the Romanization system is used in both the People's Republic of China 
and the Republic of China (Taiwan) but the Pinyin system is used only 
in the People's Republic of China, this study adapted the former system, 
as well as the Wade and Yale system, in creating a program for the 
language environment of Taiwan. 
In addition to the three systems mentioned, the Zhuyin FuHao 
(phonetic symbols) system is the most frequently used and also an 
officially approved phonetic system in Taiwan. The Zhuyin FuHao 
system has proved to be an important phonetic source for the present 
study. 
In other words, the phonetic systems adopted by the study were 
the Wade system, the Yale system, the Kwoyeu Luomazi system, and the 
Zhuyin FuHao system. The pronunciation of each character selected in 
the study was transcribed with all four systems. 
With compounds, the pronunciation of the phonetic, which provides 
the clue of pronunciation, was indicated. 
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Structure 
The 'square' is usually the first image of the shape of Chinese 
characters noticed by the novice. In fact, under square-shaped 
structures, Chinese characters can be divided into several categories. 
When a character contains only one unit, it is a solid structure. When 
there are two units, it may be a top-bottom, right-left, or inclosure 
structure, depending upon the position of each unit (Halpern, 1985). If 
there are three units, a character may be constructed in one of the 
following structures; top to bottom, side to side, one on top and two on 
bottom, and two on top and one on bottom (Kow, 1984). 
The knowledge of structure can, in the initial stage, help learners 
differentiate the features of various characters. Moreover, knowing the 
structure helps the beginner search for information about unknown 
characters. Many beginners, who have no idea about the radical, 
sound, and meaning systems of Chinese characters, can not use 
traditional dictionaries to learn a new character because of the 
unfamiliarity of search systems. To help learners overcome this 
obstacle, the study provided an analysis of structure, through which 
they could easily find characters in this system because the graphic 
construction had been made obvious. 
Nevertheless, to teach learners to use traditional dictionaries in the 
future, information about radicals and strokes was also provided. 
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Usage 
Two types of information related to the usage of characters were 
provided; application of characters and writing styles. 
Application of characters To increase the learners' skills in 
recognizing characters, learners were taught in what situations each 
character might be used or appear most often. Up to five terms 
representing the usage of each character were included in the 
instructional material. 
Because the hypermedia instructional system developed in the 
study was designed to improve the Chinese language-learning 
environment in Taiwan, the terms were selected from the three 
textbooks used by most Mandarin training institutes in Taiwan. These 
textbooks emphasize spoken Chinese — Mandarin — rather than Chinese 
characters. They all cover some materials on characters, however. The 
books are Basic Mandarin (Yeh, 1982; four out of four institutes use). 
Mandarin Reading Book (Li, 1985; three institutes use), and Basic 
Chinese (Wu, 1989; three institutes use). Each term selected for the 
study's instructional material is used by at least two books (see 
Appendix C). 
Writing styles Another way of improving the learners' character 
recognition skills is to teach them to identify the various writing styles 
of each character. In Chinese culture, calligraphy is known as a "living" 
arts: a single character can be written in many different styles. There 
are five main writing styles, however. These are Juan Shu (Seal style). 
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Li Shu (Clerial style), Tsao Shu (Cursive style), Sinp Shu (Running style) 
and Kai Shu (Standard style). 
Because Li Shu. Kai Shu, and Sing Shu are usually used in textbooks, 
newspapers, and posters, the written forms in the three styles of each 
character were included in the instructional material. 
Primary Evaluation and Approval of the Instructional 
Material 
Evaluation and approval of the instructional material were through 
a panel of experts, in September 1990. The panel was composed of two 
professors from the Department of Chinese Literature and two 
Mandarin teachers from the Mandarin Training Center of the National 
Taiwan Normal University (NTNU). 
All instructional material including the list of characters, 
introduction to their histories, meanings, transcription of their 
pronunciations, analyses of their structure, terms of their applications, 
and writing styles were sent to the panel of experts and evaluated 
according to the objectives of the course. 
The panel of experts made some modification of the material, but 
most was approved. A term for the usage of the character Fang was 
deleted because of obsolescence. The meanings of the character Ling 
were extended. The terms for the applications of the phonetic Lun was 
cancelled because they were not easy for beginners to understand. 
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Organization of the Instructional Material 
In a hypermedia environment, the learning procedure is decided by 
learners rather than by instructors or course designers. A hypermedia 
system should therefore allow learners to start from any point and 
move to any other point of the course. 
Based upon the hypermedia learning model, the characters in the 
etymology-based instructional system were treated as individual 
instructional units and were learned with no predetermined order. In 
other words, all instructional materials about each character were put 
together in that character's unit. All units (characters and 
corresponding information) were grouped into three categories — 
radicals, phonetics, and compounds — because the contents of the units 
of each category were organized differently. Learners, however, were 
not required to finish studying all the units of one category to move to 
the next category. 
The organization of a unit in the radical category consisted of 
meanings, transcriptions of the pronunciation, the origin, the evolution 
of shapes, the radical for dictionary, examples for composing (characters 
sharing the same radical), stroke numbers and orders, the structure 
pattern, and writing styles. 
The organization of a unit in the phonetic category was composed of 
meanings, transcriptions of the pronunciation, the origin, the evolution 
of shapes, the radical for dictionary, examples for composing (characters 
sharing the same phonetic), stroke numbers and orders, the structure 
pattern, and writing styles. 
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The organization of a unit in the compound category was somewhat 
different from that of a radical or a phonetic. Because a compound is 
based on a radical and a phonetic, the evolution of the shapes of a 
compound was essentially the combination of the evolutions of its 
radical and of its phonetic. Hence, the evolution of the shapes of a 
compound shared the same information with the evolution of its radical 
and the evolution of its phonetic. Moreover, a compound is itself the 
result of composing and therefore the item "examples of composing" 
was replaced by "characters containing the same phonetic" and 
"characters containing the same radical" and shared the same 
information of "examples of composing" with its radical and its phonetic. 
STAGE II: DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM 
This study attempted to employ a newly developed technology, 
hypermedia, to teach Chinese characters to learners with help of an 
instructional material based on the etymological backgrounds of Chinese 
characters. In the hypermedia system of this study, a computer 
program, developed on a Macintosh microcomputer with the HyperCard 
program, was used to control a multi-media network, computer-assisted 
animation, voice digitizing, and video. A videodisc was accessed to 
present relevant information. 
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Hardware Requirements 
The hypermedia system was composed of a color monitor, a Pioneer 
601 OA videodisc player, and a Macintosh SE computer. 
Software Development 
The software included a videodisc program and a HyperCard 
computer program. On the videodisc, relevant information such as 
original shape, story of evolution, and usage of characters was stored 
and retrieved when needed. On the computer floppy disc, a HyperCard 
program served as the main power for controlling the entire system. 
Videodiscs 
A videodisc is made by transferring video information from a 
master videotape onto the reflective metal surface of a disc by a high 
intensity laser beam. After this transfer, the disc receives a transparent 
mylar coating to make it resistant to damage by handling. Generally, 
each side of a videodisc can hold as many as 54,000 numbered frames. 
The reading head of the videodisc player is therefore allowed to search 
data by frame number and then to access the desired frames directly, 
without playing through the previous frames in sequence. Thus, at the 
standard video playback speed of 30 frames per second, a videodisc can 
provide high-quality visual display with rapid access to data searched. 
Using videodiscs, the information of the characters can be delivered 
effectively and learners can explore the information in an 
individualized structure and at a self-determined pace. 
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Development of the videodisc program 
To prepare an appropriate videodisc program for the study, the 
researcher first searched for useful existing videodiscs through 
computer catalogs. But, unfortunately, the items found under the 
categories of Chinese characters or the Chinese writing system were 
related to Chinese calligraphy rather than the etymology. 
The researcher then examined the U.S.A. film/video production 
catalogs at the film/video library of Iowa State University (ISU) and 
found a 16-minute film titled "Chinese Brush Strokes " (Martin Mayer 
Productions, 1960), according to its description, which contained some 
material on the origins of Chinese characters. But the producing 
company had moved, and the researcher could not get permission to use 
the film. A videotape titled "A Character Daily, " (China Television 
Incorporation of Taiwan, R.O.C.), was for correction of malapropisms of 
characters and therefore unsuitable for the study. 
Because of the lack of a videodisc program specifically on the topic 
of the origins of Chinese characters, the researcher decided to develop a 
new videodisc program. The first stage was to entail production of a 
master videotape including life pictures, animation, and still pictures. 
Financial restrictions did not allow the researcher to hire a professional 
technician to tape live pictures, however. Following the advice of Dr. 
Michael Simonson of the Instructional Resource Center at College of 
Education of ISU, the researcher decided not to take live pictures 
personally with video cameras because of the lack of expertise and 
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adequate equipment. As a result, live pictures were substituted with 
photographs. 
Showing the evolution of individual characters by animation 
required 30 pictures to make one second of animation. A 30-minute 
video program would therefore need 54,000 pictures. Financial 
restrictions, again, did not allow the researcher to hire artists to draw so 
many pictures. Considering the importance of animation for teaching 
the evolution of characters and for the efficiency of the entire system, 
the animation could not be omitted or substituted by still pictures. 
Hence, the evolutions of characters were demonstrated by computer 
animation rather than by the videodisc program. 
For the still pictures, although the researcher originally intended to 
take slides of the images first and then transfer them to a videotape, as 
advised by Dr. Simonson, images were recorded directly by a video 
camera because slides have a 2:3 height and width ratio and TV 
monitors a corresponding 3:4 ratio. Thus, there would be some "cut-off" 
during transfer. Moreover, the only equipment at ISU for transferring 
slides to videotapes was located at the Media Resource Center and could 
be used only for university-related projects and therefore was 
unaccessible to the researcher. Transferring slides to videotapes 
without the right equipment would have been no better, and possibly 
worse, than taking still pictures directly through video cameras. 
Once the method for producing the master videotape was 
determined, information to be stored on the video program had to be 
decided. The information came to include the character's history, 
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original shape and meaning, extended meanings, and applications. 
Background information was added to clarify cultural differences and to 
acquaint non-Chinese speakers with the Chinese language. A script was 
prepared for the video program to indicate the order of pictures and the 
narration time allocated to each picture. Concerning the aspect of visual 
communication, all pictures needed for delivering information about 
characters were discussed by the researcher and an artist who designed 
and drew the pictures for this project. 
A 3/4-inch U-Matic master videotape, which provides better 
quality images than does the 1/2-inch videotape, was used to record 
the pictures according to the script. Another 3/4-inch U-Matic master 
videotape was prepared for editing by adding signals to its control 
track. Editing was necessary for trimming off the blanks between 
pictures and for adjusting the time each picture was displayed to the 
time allocated by the script. Narration was recorded by the researcher 
and a native speaker of English after the master tape was edited. 
Specification for preparing the master tape for transfer to a 
videodisc was done by the Media Resource Center at ISU. The Society of 
Motion Picture and Television Engineers (S.M.P.T.E., a frame coding 
system) time code was added to every frame, and color bars were 
added to the front of the tape. With the coding system, each video 
frame is assigned a number indicating the location of a frame in a video 
by the hour, minute, second, and frame number. Colorbars consist of 
samples of primary and secondary colors for setting the standard colors. 
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A videodisc was produced from the completed master tape by 
Optimus, Inc. of Chicago, Illinois. The videodisc was a 30-minute 
"check" disc, which could not be copied and might sustain damage if not 
handled carefully. The check disk was then played in a videodisc 
player to examine the frame number of each frame. The frame 
numbers of the starting and ending points of each video segment were 
recorded. These points would be used to program the computer to 
identify the desired segments. 
HyperCard program 
The HyperCard program serves as a control center of the 
hypermedia system. With the capability of linking various nodes, which 
is the main characteristic of HyperCard, the program provides the user 
great freedom of access with a non-linear structure to any segment of 
the hypermedia instructional material: audio information, video image, 
and verbal information. In the current study, Hypertalk, HyperCard 
Videodisc Toolkit, and MacRecorder package were used to develop the 
control program. 
MacRecorder consisted of a microphone and the SoundEdit program. 
The microphone was connected to the Macintosh computer for sound 
input, and the SoundEdit program was used to edit and store the sound 
directly on the computer program. The sound was treated as a source 
of the program and could be played by the program commands. 
HyperCard Videodisc Toolkit was an application package enabling the 
HyperCard program to activate the videodisc player and to control the 
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presentation of the instructional material on the videodisc. Hypertalk, 
the programming language of HyperCard, has five programming 
structure levels: stack, background, card, field, and button. Cards, the 
basic concept of HyperCard, are grouped in a stack according to the 
nature of information contained. Buttons are the most powerful device 
of HyperCard because of their ability to link cards and stacks and to 
activate commands. 
The HyperCard program of the study was composed of nine stacks, 
each of which was created on a 31/2-inch floppy disk. The first stack 
contained system information such as cover page, introduction, 
instructions, index, glossary, and quit card. Others were three stacks for 
radicals, two for phonetics, and three for compounds. Stacks with 
similar information were supposed to be combined into one stack if 
they could fit the memory size of a floppy disk (780k). Information on 
each character, however, was stored on 15 to 25 cards and required 
memory of 150k to 250k. Information on nine radicals needed 1,350k 
to 2,250k, that on ten phonetics, 1,500k to 2,500k, and that on eleven 
compounds, 1,650k to 2,750k. As a result, the information was 
distributed among several stacks, but the stacks were linked by 
buttons, so users could work through stacks without interruption. 
The functions of the HyperCard program were to deliver 
information and to control the videodisc system. For instance, the 
pronunciation of each character could, if the user wished, be transcribed 
in four phonetic systems and then accompanied by the sound, which 
was pronounced by the researcher. The evolution of features of 
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individual characters and of their written strokes was demonstrated by 
animation. Buttons whose functions were designed to correspond with 
the data stored on the videodisc directed the videodisc player to 
present the desired segment. 
To ease the use of the program, the researcher designed a function-
bar similar to the Macintosh pull-down menu. All functions were listed 
on the menu and could be used without confusion of button icons. 
Furthermore, to help the user visualize the learning process, the 
activated function was automatically highlighted. A record at the 
upper-right corner of each card was created to indicate the character 
selected and to help the users identify their positions in the program. 
STAGE III: EVALUATION OF THE SYSTEM 
The second purpose of the study was to evaluate the etymology-
based instructional system that had been developed. The evaluation 
procedure is described in the next subsections. 
Design of the Evaluation 
At Mandarin training institutes in Taiwan, beginning Chinese 
courses emphasize the spoken language (Mandarin) rather than the 
written language. Textbooks are oriented to phonetic-spelling, and 
printed Chinese characters are listed as a reference for students with 
special interest. Materials based on Chinese etymology are never 
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applied in beginning Chinese courses and visual features of the Chinese 
characters are never indicated as instructional aid for foreign learners. 
The current study focused on teaching Chinese characters and 
developed materials specific to this purpose. It was impossible, 
therefore, to develop a control group of regular students concentrating 
on Chinese characters. Furthermore, the hypermedia system was used 
because of its strengths of visual presentation and rapid access to data. 
The study did not attempt to make any experimental comparisons with 
regular students or with traditional computer-assisted instruction (CAI) 
students because the content of the study was new, and similar content 
could not be found in regular classes or in traditional CAI courses. 
Increasing interest in the learning of Chinese characters was an 
important objective of developing the instructional system. To establish 
baseline information regarding interest before the experiment, a pretest 
was necessary. Thus, a one-group pretest-posttest design was used. 
Questions of Evaluation 
The evaluation was conducted to collect information on the 
following questions: 
Question 1. Do beginning Chinese-as-a-second-language learners 
of various linguistic backgrounds consider the 
etymology-based instructional system useful and 
valuable for learning Chinese characters? 
This question contained four sub-questions; 
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a. Is Chinese etymology appropriate to Chinese-character 
instruction for beginning Chinese-as-a-second-language 
learners of various linguistic backgrounds? 
b. Is the use of computer effective for presenting information 
desired? 
c. Can visual features of Chinese characters effectively aid 
recognition of Chinese characters for beginning Chinese-as-a-
second-language learners of various linguistic backgrounds? 
d. Is the hypermedia instructional system useful for improving 
the skills of recognizing Chinese characters? 
Question 2. Does the etymology-based instructional system 
heighten the interest of beginning Chinese-as-a-
second-language learners of various linguistic 
backgrounds? 
Hypotheses for Evaluation Questions 
Hypothesis of Question 1 to be tested was: 
There is no significant relationships between learners' 
characteristics - age, gender, educational level, major field, 
native language, and language experience — and attitudinal 
variables — attitude toward etymology-based content, towards 
computer use, towards visual presentation, towards usefulness 
of the system, and towards the overall value of the instructional 
system. 
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Hypothesis of Question 2 was: 
There is no significant difference between interest in learning 
Chinese characters before using the hypermedia instructional 
system and after using the system. 
Description of Variables 
Independent variables The independent variables were the learners' 
individual characteristics and their interests in learning Chinese 
characters. 
I. Individual characteristics. 
1. Age - Learners were divided into five age groups: 19 and 
younger; 20 to 29; 30 to 39; 40 to 49; 50 and older. 
2. Gender - Male and female. 
3. Educational level - This item was determined by the highest 
official diploma received. The three categories were high 
school, undergraduate school, and graduate school. 
4. Major - Learners' majors were characterized as either 
"linguistics or language" or "other." 
5. Native language - Speakers of any Chinese dialect were 
categorized as Chinese and were therefore not involved in the 
study. 
6. Foreign language(s), other than Chinese, ever learned. 
II. Interest in learning Chinese characters: The degree of interest in 
learning Chinese characters was used as an independent variable in 
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the investigation of the effect of interest on attitude towards the 
system. 
Dependent variables 
I. Attitude towards the instructional system: The attitudinal variable 
was measured by 27 questions regarding the following attitudinal 
aspects: 1) towards etymological content, 2) towards the presentation 
of visual features of characters, 3) towards the program design, and 
4) towards the entire system. 
II. Change in interest in learning Chinese characters: The variable was 
measured by six questions answered before and after using the 
system. 
Instrumentation 
Three questionnaires were developed by the researcher in 
September 1990. 
Questionnaire I (pretest) consisted of 13 questions (see Appendix J). 
The first seven gathered personal information regarding 1) age, 
2) gender, 3) nationality, 4) native language, 5) education level, 
6) major, and 7) foreign language(s) other than Chinese ever studied. 
The eighth through the thirteenth questions were multiple-choice and 
measured the degree of learner interest in learning Chinese characters. 
This questionnaire was given to learners before the experiment. 
Questionnaire II (posttest) included 33 questions (see Appendix K). 
Six questions were the same as the last six questions of Questionnaire I 
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and measured learner interest. The exception was a question on the 
first questionnaire asking the reasons for learning Chinese. On 
Questionnaire II, this question was replaced by one asking for a self-
evaluation of interest. The other 27 questions attempted to determine 
users' attitudes towards the usefulness of the etymology-based 
instructional system according to the objectives of the course. Twenty-
six questions were developed employing five-point Likert-scale 
statements under four categories: 1) etymology-based content, 2) 
computer program design, 3) visual presentation on the video, and 4) 
the entire system. The last question was an open-ended question for 
gathering other comments on the study. 
The third questionnaire (see Appendix L) was modified from 
Questionnaires I and II for collecting information from Chinese language 
teachers in order to evaluate the efficiency of the system completely. It 
contained the same 27 attitudinal questions as did Questionnaire II. 
Subjects 
Twenty-eight subjects were recruited to participate in the study. 
They were international students taking beginning Mandarin courses at 
the Mandarin Training Center of NTNU in Taipei, Taiwan and had been 
in Taiwan for three to four months. 
Five beginning Mandarin teachers from the Mandarin Training 
Center and two professors from the Department of Chinese Literature at 
NTNU volunteered to evaluate the efficiency of the instructional system. 
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Their comments were reported in the results, but were not analyzed as 
the responses from the student subjects were. 
Data Collection 
Data were collected at the Mandarin Training Center of the NTNU 
during late November and early December of 1990. Because no 
equipment was available at the Mandarin Training Center, the hardware 
required for this hypermedia system was checked out from the 
Department of Information and Computer Education. The hardware 
included a Pioneer 601 OA videodisc player, a color TV monitor for the 
videodisc player, and a Macintosh Ilex computer with a color monitor. 
Nine stacks of the computer program were then loaded into the hard 
disk of the computer. During data collection, a Macintosh Hex computer, 
instead of a Macintosh SE computer, was used because the computer 
program of this instructional system contained nine stacks and required 
over 5,000k of memory and therefore required a more powerful 
computer to execute the program faster. 
When the system was set up, each subject was scheduled a one-
hour appointment for working on the system. Before the subject used 
the system, an envelope containing two questionnaires was handed to 
the subject. The subject was asked to answer Questionnaire I so that 
information on age, gender, nationality, native language, education level, 
major, other foreign language(s), and interest in learning Chinese 
characters could be collected. It took about 10 minutes to complete the 
questionnaire. 
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Because using the Macintosh computer required two physical skills 
-- handling the mouse to move the cursor and holding or clicking the 
mouse to select items -- subjects were allowed to practice the skills 
after the researcher's instruction and to enter the hypermedia program 
when they were ready. The average time of practice was seven 
minutes. 
Under the researcher's administration, the subjects used the 
etymology-based instructional system. During the experiment, students 
decided what characters to learn, selected the type of information 
related to the meanings, origins, pronunciations, and usages of a 
character that they thought necessary to learn, and chose the mode --
visual, verbal, or audio -- in which the information was to be presented. 
The system allowed students to establish their learning structure, to 
control the learning process, and to receive information according to 
need and at their own pace. 
After students had completed the program, they were asked to fill 
out Questionnaire II (see Appendix K). Their reaction to the first six 
questions of Questionnaire II represented their interest in learning 
Chinese characters after having experienced the system. The 
comparison of answers to the first six questions of Questionnaire II and 
answers to questions eight to thirteen of Questionnaire I (see Appendix 
J) revealed the change in interest. Subjects' attitudes towards content, 
visual presentation, program design, and use of the etymology-based 
instructional system were measured by questions seventeen to thirty-
three of Questionnaire II. 
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The two questionnaires were sealed in the same envelope. 
Envelopes were opened and data processed after all subjects had 
completed the experiment. 
Data Processing and Analyses 
Data collected in the study were processed by using standard 
programs of the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) Package (SAS 
Institute, Inc., 1985). Several statistical techniques were employed to 
analyze data, such as descriptive statistics, Pearson product moment 
correlations, analyses of variance (ANOVA), and t-tests. 
Descriptive statistics, including frequency count, percentages, 
means, ranges, and standard deviations, were calculated to describe 
characteristics of the sample and to provide primary information for the 
variables of interest and attitudes. Seven analyses of variance were 
computed to test the relations between each of the seven individual 
characteristics of the sample's attitudes towards the system. Duncan's 
t-tests were used for further analyses of the results from analyses of 
variance. The change in subject interest in learning Chinese characters 
was examined by a dependent t-test. Pearson product moment 
correlation coefficients were calculated to determine how variables 
related to one another. 
CHAPTER IV. RESULTS 
The purposes of this study were to develop a hypermedia 
instructional system based on etymological material of Chinese 
characters and to evaluate the system. To accomplish the second 
purpose, an evaluation was conducted, and three questionnaires were 
employed to collect relevant data. The results from statistical analyses 
of data are reported in this chapter. 
Descriptive statistical analyses, such as those based upon numbers 
of observations, means, standard deviation, and ranges, were used first 
to synthesize the primary information regarding variables. To present a 
general picture of the subjects, demographic data (age, gender, native 
language, educational background, etc.) were reported in the descriptive 
analyses. Several inferential statistical methods were used to analyze 
further the data related to evaluation questions. 
The findings of the study have been organized into three sections: 
1. Characteristics of the Sample, 
2. Description of Data Regarding Interest Variables and 
Attitudinal Variables, and 
3. Statistical Testing of Evaluation Questions. 
Characteristics of the Sample 
Of the twenty-eight learners of Chinese as a second language in the 
study, eleven were females and seventeen were males (Table 1). Their 
age ranged from 18 to 42 and the average age was 26.6. 
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Respondents were from one of nine countries: the United States (8), 
West Germany (3), France (5), Italy (2), the United Kingdom (2), Brazil 
(1), Korea (3), Japan (3), and Indonesia (1). Ten respondents were high-
school graduates, 12 were graduated from undergraduate schools and 6 
had finished their graduate programs. Seven respondents had majored 
in a language or linguistics (Table 1). 
Ten native languages were represented (Table 2): English, French, 
German, Italian, Catalan, Portuguese, Provençal, Japanese, Korean, and 
Indonesian. Under the item "Foreign language(s) other than Chinese 
ever learned," eight languages were indicated: English, French, German, 
Spanish, Russian, Hebrew, Japanese, and Korean. 
According to the classification of spoken languages (Katzner, 1975), 
English, German, Italian, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Catalan, Provencal, 
and Russian belong to the Indo-European language family, Indonesian 
to the Malayo-Polynesian language family, and Hebrew to the Afro-
Asiatic language family; Japanese and Korean are Independent 
Languages. According to the written forms of these languages 
(Language Files. 1982), only Japanese and Korean can bs classified as 
syllabic; the other languages of this study are alphabetic. Because this 
study was designed to evaluate etymology-based instructional material 
emphasizing the visual features of Chinese characters — the written 
language of Chinese, the latter classification was adopted. Language 
data reported in the study were categorized into either the syllabic or 
the alphabetic system: six subjects' native languages were classified as 
syllabic; the others' were classified as alphabetic (Table 2). 
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Table 1. Gender, age, educational level, major, native language, and 
nationality of subjects 
Characteristic N Percentage 
Gender 
Male 1 7 60.7 
Female 1 1 39.3 
Age 
19 and younger 4 14.3 
20 -- 29 1 7 60.7 
30 -- 39 5 17.9 
40 -- 49 2 7.1 
50 and above 0 0.0 
Educational level 
High school 1 0 35.7 
Undergraduate school 1 2 42.9 
Graduate school 6 21.4 
Major 
Linguistics/language 7 25.0 
Other 2 1 75.0 
Native language 
Alphabetic 22 78.6 
Syllabic 6 21.4 
Nationality 
American (U.S.) 8 28.6 
Brazilian 1 3.6 
British 2 7.1 
French 5 17.9 
Italian 2 7.1 
West German 3 10.7 
Indonesian 1 3.6 
Japanese 3 10.7 
Korean 3 10.7 
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Table 2. Language data of subjects 
N Classification Classification 
of spoken of written 
Language Native Foreign language language 
Catalan 2 - - Indo-European alphabetic 
English 1 0 1 8 Indo-European alphabetic 
French 2 1 4 Indo-European alphabetic 
German 3 5 Indo-European alphabetic 
Hebrew - - 1 Afro-Asiatic alphabetic 
Indonesian I Malayo-Polynesian alphabetic 
Italian 2 - - Indo-European alphabetic 
Japanese 3 6 independent syllabic 
Korean 3 1 independent syllabic 
Portuguese 1 - - Indo-European alphabetic 
Provençal 1 - - Indo-European alphabetic 
Russian - - 4 Indo-European alphabetic 
Spanish - - 1 4 Indo-European alphabetic 
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In terms of language experience, subjects were divided into several 
groups, according to the foreign languages that they had learned and 
according to their native languages. The left number of the code 
assigned to each group represented the number of alphabetic languages 
and the right number represented that of syllabic languages. These 
groups and their corresponding codes were as follows (Table 3): 
Group 1 -- 11; experience with one alphabetic language and one 
syllabic language. 
Group 2 — 20: experience with two alphabetic language and no 
syllabic language. 
Group 3 " 21: experience with two alphabetic language and one 
syllabic language. 
Group 4 " 22: experience with two alphabetic language and two 
syllabic language. 
Group 5 — 30: experience with three alphabetic language and no 
syllabic language. 
Group 6 " 31: experience with three alphabetic language and one 
syllabic language. 
Group 7 — 40: experience with four alphabetic language and no 
syllabic language. 
Group 8 — 41: experience with four alphabetic language and one 
syllabic language. 
Group 9 -- 50: experience with five alphabetic language and no 
syllabic language. 
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Table 3. Grouping of subjects by language experience 
Group 
—a 
Code N P e r c e n t a g e  
1 1 1 5 17.9 
2 20 1 3.6 
3 2 1 1 3.6 
4 22 1 3.6 
5 30 1 0 35.7 
6 3 1 3 10.7 
7 40 4 14.3 
8 4 1 2 7.1 
9 50 1 3.6 
0  ^The left digit represents the number of alphabetic languages the 
subjects had learned; the right one represents the number of syllabic 
languages the subjects had learned. 
Demographic data on the seven independent variables were 
summarized in Tables 1 and 2. The age group "age 50 and above" was 
reported in this section only because there was no subject in this group 
and therefore no further statistical data to report. 
Description of Data Regarding Interest Variables and 
Attitudinal Variables 
Correlations 
The instrument for collecting data regarding attitudes towards the 
hypermedia instructional system consisted of 26 five-point Likert-scale 
questions and one open-ended question. The 26 Likert-scale 
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statements were categorized according to four subvariables: 
etymology-based content, computer use, visual presentation, and 
usefulness of the system. The correlation coefficients of the total 
attitudinal score (overall value of the system), with the scores for each 
subvariable, are presented in Table 4. 
Table 4. Pearson product moment coefficients of total attitudinal 
scores with subsections — etymology-based content, computer 
use, visual presentation, and usefulness of the system 
Etymology-based 0.44564 0.43481 0.80457 0.92237 
Computer Visual Usefulness of Total 
use presentation the system score 
content 0.0175* 0.0208* 0.0001** 0.0001** 
Computer use 0.67494 0.52204 0.67261 
0.0001** 0.0044** 0.0001** 






* Significant at the 0.05 level. 
** Significant at the 0.01 level. 
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Of these ten coefficients, eight are significant at the 0.01 level and 
two at the 0.05 level. Thus, these variables were strongly related to 
each other. Moreover, the reliability of the 26 items, as calculated by 
the Cronbach Coefficient Alpha formula in Statistical Analysis System 
(SAS), is 0.912. 
Table 5 presents the correlations between interest in learning 
Chinese characters before using the hypermedia system and overall 
attitudes towards the system and the four attitudinal subvariables. 
Two significant relations were found: interest before using the system 
was positively related to attitudes towards both usefulness of 
(r=0.51785, p=0.0048) and overall value of the system (r=0.40894, 
p=0.0307). The correlation between interest in learning Chinese 
characters after using the instructional system and both the overall 
value of the system and the four attitudinal subvariables were all 
significant (Table 6). 
Means. Standard Deviations, and Ranges of Interest Scores 
The interest scores were analyzed according to groupings of subject 
characteristics and were tabulated in Tables 7 and 8. The average score 
of interest before using the system, ranging from 9 to 19, was 15.32, 
with a standard deviation of 3.03. 
Concerning interest before using the system (Table 7), males had a 
higher mean score (15.71) and a smaller standard deviation (2064) than 
did females. Among the age groups, the youngest group clearly showed 
the lowest mean score (12.50) and the greatest standard 
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Table 5. Pearson product moment correlation coefficients of interest in 
learning Chinese characters before using the hypermedia 
instructional system with attitudes towards etymology-based 
content, computer use, visual presentation, usefulness of the 
system, and with total attitudinal scores 

















* Significant at the 0.05 level. 
** Significant at the 0.01 level. 
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Table 6. Pearson product moment correlation coefficients of interest in 
learning Chinese characters after using the hypermedia 
instructional system with attitudes towards etymology-based 
content, computer use, visual presentation, usefulness of the 
system, and with total attitudinal scores 

















* Significant at the 0.05 level. 
** Significant at the 0.01 level. 
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Table 7. Means of interest in learning Chinese before using the 
hypermedia instructional system 
Characteristic N M e a n  SD Range  ^
Gender 
Male 17 15.71 2.64 1 1 - 1 9  
Female 1 1 14.73 3.61 9 - 1 9  
Age 
19 and younger 4 12.50 3.87 9 - 1 8  
2 0  - - 2 9  17 15.29 2.73 9 - 1 9  
3 0  - - 3 9  5 16.80 2.77 1 2 - 1 9  
4 0  - - 4 9  2 17.50 0.71 1 7 - 1 8  
Educational level 
High school 1 0 12.80 3.12 9 - 1 8  
Undergraduate school 1 2 16.08 1.98 1 2 - 1 9  
Graduate school 6 18.00 0.89 1 7 - 1 9  
Major 
Linguistics/language 7 18.29 0.76 1 7 - 1 9  
Other 2 1 14.33 2.85 9 - 1 8  
Native language 
Alphabetic 22 15.32 3.20 9 - 1 9  
Syllabic 6 15.33 2.58 1 1 - 1 8  
Language experience 
Group I (11) 5 15.40 2.88 1 1 - 1 8  
Group 2 (20) 1 11.00 
Group 3 (21) 1 15.00 
Group 4 (22) 1 17.00 
Group 5 (30) 10 13.70 3.13 9 - 1 8  
Group 6 (31) 3 16.30 1.15 1 5 - 1 7  
Group 7 (40) 4 16.75 3.20 1 2 - 1 9  
Group 8 (41) 2 18.50 0.71 1 8 - 1 9  
Group 9 (50) 1 19.00 
^Possible range: g - 20. 
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Table 8. Means of interest in learning Chinese after using the 
hypermedia instructional system 




Male 17 18.29 1.96 1 4 - 2 0  
Female 1 1 18.56 1.81 1 5 - 2 0  
Age 
19 and younger 4 18.00 1.83 1 6 - 2 0  
2 0  - - 2 9  1 7 18.18 1.74 1 4 - 2 0  
3 0  - - 3 9  5 18.80 2.68 1 4 - 2 0  
4 0  - -  4 9  2 20.00 0.00 20 - 20 
Educational level 
High school 1 0 17.50 2.07 1 4 - 2 0  
Undergraduate school 1 2 18.50 1.78 1 4 - 2 0  
Graduate school 6 19.67 0.82 1 8 - 2 0  
Major 
Linguistics/language 7 19.86 0.38 1 9 - 2 0  
Other 2 1 17.90 1.92 1 4 - 2 0  
Native language 
Alphabetic 22 18.32 2.03 1 4 - 2 0  
Syllabic 6 18.67 1.21 1 7 - 2 0  
Language experience 
Group 1 (11) 5 19.00 1.00 1 8 - 2 0  
Group 2 (20) 1 20.00 
Group 3 (21) 1 17.00 
Group 4 (22) 1 20.00 
Group 5 (30) 1 0 17.30 1.95 1 4 - 2 0  
Group 6 (31) 3 19.00 1.00 1 8 - 2 0  
Group 7 (40) 4 18.25 2.87 1 4 - 2 0  
Group 8 (41) 2 20.00 0.00 20 - 20 
Group 9 (50) 1 20.00 - - -
^Possible range: g . 20. 
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deviation (3.87). Mean scores of the other three age groups show a 
positive relationship between age and interest. Under the category 
"Educational level," high-school graduates had the lowest mean score 
(12.80), and those graduate-school subjects had the highest (18.0). 
Those of undergraduate-school group had a moderate score of 16.08. 
Linguistics/language majors had a much higher mean score (18.29) and 
an obviously smaller standard deviation (0.76) than did the other 
majors (14.33 and 2.85, respectively). 
Regarding language variables, the two native-language groups 
showed similar mean scores (15,32 an 15.33), but the alphabetic-
language groups had a greater standard deviation (3.20) than did the 
syllabic-language group (2.58). Scores for language experience varied 
from 11.00 to 19.00; the mean scores of four groups (Groups 2,3,4, and 
9) are presented as reference only and are not discussed in the rest of 
this chapter because these groups each contained a single subject and 
were therefore unsuitable for statistical analysis. Among the remaining 
groups, Group 5 (3 alphabetic languages and no syllabic language) had 
the greatest number of subjects (10) and the lowest mean score (13.70, 
even lower than the average score for all subjects). In contrast. Group 8 
(four alphabetic languages and one syllabic language) had the smallest 
number of subjects (2) and the highest mean score (18.50). 
Regarding interest after using the hypermedia system (Table 8), the 
mean score for total subjects, 18.39, was higher than that of interest 
before using the system, and the standard deviation, 1.87, was smaller. 
Males and females had similar mean score (18.29 and 18.56, 
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respectively) and standard deviations (1.96 and 1.81, respectively). 
The highest mean score among the four age groups was 20.00. This 
score belongs to the groups "age 40 to 49." The mean scores of the 
remainder were approximately 18.50. Educational level seems to have 
had a positive relation to interest after using the system, as well as 
before using the system. The high-school group had the lowest mean 
score (17.50) and the greatest standard deviation; the graduate-school 
groups had the highest mean score (19.67) and the smallest standard 
deviation (0.82); and the undergraduate-school group had intermediate 
results. Linguistics/language majors showed a higher mean score and a 
smaller standard deviation than did the other majors. Native speakers 
of alphabetic languages had a similar mean score (18.32) to that of the 
native speakers of syllabic languages (18.67). 
Of the five language-experience groups with more than one subject, 
Group 8 had the highest mean score (20.00) and a standard deviation of 
0.00. In short, both of the subjects of Group 8 had interest scores of 20. 
Group 5, as in the analyses of interest scores before using the system, 
had the lowest mean score (17.30). 
Means. Standard Deviations, and Ranges of Subjects' Attitudinal Scores 
Data on the sample's altitudes towards the instructional system 
were analyzed according to scores on each of the four sections of the 
attitudinal questionnaires, which concerned attitudes towards 
etymology-based content, computer use, visual presentation, usefulness 
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of the instructional system, and total scores (overall value of the 
system). 
Etymology-based content Regarding etymology-based content, the 
sample had attitudinal scores ranging from 35 to 55 and generated a 
mean score of 48.04 (Table 9). 
In Table 9, which summarized the analyses of six independent 
variables, female subjects showed a higher mean score (49.27) and a 
smaller standard deviation (3.50) than did males. Of the age groups, the 
youngest group had the highest mean score (50.25) and the groups "age 
40 to 49" had the second-highest (49.50). The lowest mean score was 
found in the group "age 30 to 39." Groups representing three different 
educational levels had similar mean scores of approximately 48.00 but 
had greatly differing standard deviations. High-school graduates had 
the largest standard deviation (6.77), which means that there were 
many differences among the subjects of this group, whereas the 
graduate-school group had the smallest standard deviation. The mean 
score of the linguistics/language-majors was 2.43 points higher than 
that of the other majors. 
The syllabic-language group showed a higher mean score (50.17) 
and a smaller standard deviation (3.71) than did the alphabetic group 
(47.45 and 5052, respectively). The highest mean score of the 
language-experience groups was 51.50, shown by Group 8 (four 
alphabetic languages and one syllabic language). The second highest 
was 51.20, which was very close to the first score mentioned and 
belongs to Group 1 (code 11). The lowest mean score was shown by 
Table 9. Means of attitudes towards the instructional system — Etymologv-based content 
Characteristic N M e a n  SD Ranged 
Gender 
Male 1 7 47.24 6.09 3 5 - 5 5  
Female 1 1 49.27 3.50 42 - 53 
Age 
19 and younger 4 50.25 5.50 45 - 55 
2 0  - -  2 9  17 47.59 5.30 35 - 55 
3 0  - -  3 9  5 47.20 6.30 3 6 - 5 1  
4 0  - - 4 9  2 49.50 3.54 47 - 5 2 
Educational level 
High school 10 47.50 6.77 35 - 55 
Undergraduate school 1 2 48.33 5.07 36 - 55 
Graduate school 6 48.50 2.88 45 - 52 
Major 
Linguistics/language 7 49.86 2.54 46 - 53 
Other 2 1 47.43 5.80 35 - 55 
Native language 
Alphabetic 22 47.45 5.52 35 - 55 
Syllabic 6 50.17 3.71 45 - 55 
Language experience 
Group 1 (11) 5 51.20 3.03 47 - 55 
Group 2 (20) 1 55.00 
Group 3 (21) 1 45.00 
Group 4 (22) 1 47.00 
Group 5 (30) 1 0 46.90 5.95 3 5 - 5 5  
Group 6 (31) 3 45.00 4.00 4 1 - 4 9  
Group 7 (40) 4 46.25 7.32 36 - 52 
Group 8 (41) 2 51.50 2.12 50 - 53 
Group 9 (50) 1 50.00 
Total subjects 28 48.04 5.26 35 - 55 
^Possible range; n _ 55 
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Group 6 (code 31); the remainder had moderate mean scores of about 
46.50. 
Computer use Table 10 illustrates the sample's attitudes towards 
the computer use in this study. With a possible range of 4 to 20, the 
subjects' attitudinal scores in this section were distributed from 15 to 
20 and resulted in an average score of 17.97. 
The female group showed a higher mean score (18.09) than did the 
male group. Of the four age groups. Group 1 (age 19 and younger) had 
the highest mean score (19.25); the other three groups had similar 
mean scores of about 17.50. The highest mean score of the three 
educational level groups was found in the undergraduate-school groups, 
which received a score of 18.00. High-school and graduate-school 
groups had similar scores (17.60 and 17.67, respectively). As with the 
analyses of etymology-based content, the linguistics/language majors 
had a higher mean score (18.14) and a smaller standard deviation 
(0.90) than did other majors. 
The mean score of native alphabetic-language speakers was 
somewhat higher than that of syllabic-language speakers, although the 
scores of both groups were approximately 17.50. The five language-
experience groups had mean scores ranging from 17.00 to 18.30. The 
lowest mean score was Group 6's (three alphabetic languages and one 
syllabic language), whereas the highest was Group 5's (three alphabetic 
languages and no syllabic language). 
Table 10. Means of attitudes towards the instructional system — Computer use 
Characteristic N M e a n  SD Range^ 
Gender 
Male 17 17.59 1.62 1 5 - 2 0  
Female 1 1 18.09 1.51 1 5 - 2 0  
Age 
19 and younger 4 19.25 0.96 1 8 - 2 0  
2 0  - -  2 9  17 17.65 1.54 1 5 - 2 0  
3 0  - -  3 9  5 17.20 1.92 1 5 - 2 0  
4 0  - - 4 9  2 17.50 0.71 1 7 - 1 8  
Educational level 
High school 10 17.60 1.90 1 5 - 2 0  
Undergraduate school 12 18.00 1.60 1 5 - 2 0  
Graduate school 6 17.67 1.03 1 6 - 1 9  
Major 
Linguistics/language 7 18.14 0.90 1 7 - 1 9  
Other 21 17.67 1.74 1 5 - 2 0  
Native language 
Alphabetic 22 17.95 1.53 1 5 - 2 0  
Syllabic 6 17.17 1.72 1 5 - 2 0  
Language experience 
Group 1 (11) 
Group 2 (20) 
Group 3 (21) 
Group 4 (22) 
Group 5 (30) 
Group 6 (31) 
Group 7 (40) 
Group 8 (41) 
__^rou22_^502___^ 
Total subjects 
















1 5 - 2 0  
1 6 - 1 8  
1 5 - 1 9  
1 7 - 1 7  
1.57 15-20 
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Visual presentation Regarding attitude towards the visual 
presentation of this instructional system, the sample had a relatively 
high mean score of 23,43 (compared with the possible range of 5 to 25) 
and a standard deviation of 1,73 (Table 11), Analyses by the six 
independent variables are presented in Table 11, 
Most of the mean scores in Table 11 are between 23,00 and 24.00: 
groups did not evidence obviously different mean scores. The gender 
groups had mean scores of 23.24 (males) and 23,73 (females). The 
highest mean score for an age group was 24.50, which was also the 
highest score across all groupings of different variables. This score 
belonged to the age group "19 and younger." The groups "age 40 to 49" 
had the lowest score, 23.00, from among the age groups. The other two 
groups, "age 20 to 29" and "age 30 to 39", had approximately the same 
mean scores (23.24 and 23.40, respectively) and standard deviations 
(1.89 and 1.82, respectively). 
The graduate-school group had the lowest mean score (22.83) from 
among the educational-level groups and even from among all the 
groups related to other variables. The other two groups had moderate 
mean scores similar to the total average score, but the high-school 
group had a large standard deviation of 2.26. The mean score of the 
linguistics/language majors was only a little higher than that of the 
other majors (23.86 compared with 23.29). The two native-language 
groups had approximately the same mean scores (23.41 for the 
alphabetic-language group and 23.50 for the syllabic-language group) 
and similar standard deviations (1.82 for the former and 1.52 for the 
Table 11. Means of attitudes towards the instructional svstem — Visual presentation 
Characteristic N M e a n  SD Range  ^
Gender 
Male 17 23.24 1.95 1 8 - 2 5  
Female 1 1 23.73 1.35 2 1 - 2 5  
Age 
19 and younger 4 24.50 1.00 23 - 25 
2 0  - -  2 9  17 23.24 1.89 1 8 - 2 5  
3 0  - -  3 9  5 23.40 1.82 2 1 - 2 5  
4 0  - - 4 9  2 23.00 1.41 22 - 24 
Educational level 
High school 10 23.30 2.26 1 8 - 2 5  
Undergraduate school 1 2 23.83 1.34 2 1 - 2 5  
Graduate school 6 22.83 1.47 2 1 - 2 5  
Major 
Linguistics/language 7 23.86 1.07 22 - 25 
Other 2 1 23.29 1.90 1 8 - 2 5  
Native language 
Alphabetic 22 23.41 1.82 1 8 - 2 5  
Syllabic 6 23.50 1.52 2 1 - 2 5  
Language experience 
Group 1 (11) 5 23.40 1.67 
Group 2 (20) 1 25.00 
Group 3 (21) 1 24.00 
Group 4 (22) 1 22.00 
Group 5 (30) 10 23.10 2.42 
Group 6 (31) 3 23.33 1.15 
Group7 (40) 4 23.50 1.29 
Group 8 (41) 2 24.00 0.00 
Group 9 (50) 1 25.00 
Total subjects 2 8 23.43 1.73 
^Possible range; 5 . 25. 
2 1 - 2 5  
1 8 - 2 5  
22 - 24 
22 - 25 
24 - 24 




latter). Of the language-experience group results, only five groups 
(Groups 1,5,6,7,8) were compared because they had more than one 
subject. The five groups had almost the same mean scores around the 
total average score, except Groups 8, which had a somewhat high mean 
score of 24.00. Group 5 showed the largest standard deviation (2.42) of 
all the groups, across variables. 
Usefulness of the system The mean scores for and standard 
deviations of attitudinal scores regarding the usefulness of the 
instructional system are tabulated in Table 12. The average score of 
total subjects is 26.18, with a possible range of 6 to 30; the standard 
deviation was 2.98. 
Female subjects showed a somewhat higher mean score than did 
males. Among the age groups, the group "age 40 to 49" had the highest 
mean score (28.50). Increasing educational levels seemed to have a 
positive relation to attitudinal scores in this section. The high-school 
group had the lowest mean score (25.00) and the largest standard 
deviation (4.06), and the graduate-school group had the highest mean 
score (27.50) and the smallest standard deviation (1.04). When 
grouped by major and native language, linguistics/language majors and 
native syllabic-language speakers showed higher mean scores than did 
their corresponding groups. Among the different language-experience 
groups. Group 8 (four alphabetic languages and one syllabic language) 
had the highest mean score (27.50), and Groups 5 the lowest (24,70). 
Table 12. Means of attitudes towards the instructional system — Usefulness of the system 















19 and younger 4 27.00 3.46 24 - 30 
20 --29 17 25.88 3.16 1 6 - 30 
30 -- 39 5 25.60 2.61 21 - 27 
4 0  - - 4 9  2 28.50 0.71 28 - 29 
Educational level 
High school 10 25.00 4.06 16 • • 30 
Undergraduate school 12 26.50 2.35 21 - 30 
Graduate school 6 27.50 1.04 26 • - 29 
Major 
Linguistics/language 7 27.71 0.76 27 • - 29 















Group 1 (11) 5 27.00 
Group 2 (20) 1 30.00 
Group 3 (21) 1 28.00 
Group 4 (22) 1 28.00 
Group 5 (30) 10 24.70 
Group 6 (31) 3 26.00 
Group 7 (40) 4 26.50 
Groups (41) 2 27.50 
Group 9 (50) 1 27.00 
Total subjects 2 8 26.18 
2^  Possible range: 6 - 30. 





1 6 - 3 0  
24 - 28 
2 1 - 2 9  
27 - 28 




Overall value of the system With a possible range of 26 to 130, 
the subjects of the current study had total scores distributing from 84 
to 130 and a relatively high average score of 115.43 (Table 13). 
The female group again had a higher mean score than did the male 
group. The youngest age group, "age 19 and younger," had the highest 
mean score (121.00) and the oldest age group, "age 40 to 49," the 
second highest (118.50) among the age groups. The remaining age 
groups had similar scores of about 114.00. High-school subjects had a 
lower mean score than did subjects from the other two education-levels, 
whose mean scores were not very different. Linguistics/language 
majors had higher scores than did other majors, and native alphabetic-
language speakers had lower scores than did native syllabic-language 
speakers. Subjects with experience in four alphabetic languages and 
one syllabic language again had the highest mean score among the 
various language-experience groups. The lowest score among the 
language-experience groups was for Group 6 (three alphabetic 
languages and one syllabic language). 
The Ooen-Ended Question 
In addition to the 26 rating-scale questions, attitudes were also 
investigated through subject responses to an open-ended question 
requesting comments about the hypermedia instructional system. 
Most of the subjects were excited about the combination of 
computer and videodisc and enjoyed the stories about Chinese 
characters. The following were typical comments: 
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"Learning Chinese characters seemed interesting but difficult to 
me before. But, through this lesson, it seems not that hard." 
"Amazing! I didn't know learning Chinese characters could be so 
much fun!" 
"The changes of characters from the original shapes to the modern 
ones are very helpful in understanding the meanings. But the 
speed of showing the changes was too fast to me." 
"I like the program. It is very effective to learn characters 
through the program. At least I think I really learned most of 
those characters in this hour." 
"I was trying to make some comparisons by clicking at the 
patterns instead of by going back to the index. But it did not 
allow me to. (I wished it could!)" 
"I love the explanation about the origins of those characters. They 
help me remember those words (characters)." 
"It's an exciting program. It makes Chinese characters easy to 
learn." 
"The analyses of each character are fairly beneficial to 
understanding the Chinese writing system. It's a valuable 
program." 
Table 13. Means of total attitudinal scores on the instructional system 
Characteristic N Mean SD Range*^ 
Gender 
Male 1 7 114.12 12.03 84 -130 
Female 1 I 117.45 4.87 109 - 24 
Age 
19 and younger 4 121.00 10.03 110 -130 
20 -- 29 1 7 114.35 10.09 84 -130 
30 -- 39 5 113.40 11.04 94 -120 
4 0  - - 4 9  2 118.50 4.95 115 -122 
Educational level 
High school 1 0 113.30 13.03 84 -130 
Undergraduate school 1 2 116.67 9.30 94 -130 
Graduate school 6 116.50 3.94 111 -122 
Major 
Linguistics/language 7 119.57 3.36 115 -124 
Other 2 1 114.05 10.95 84 -130 
Native language 
Alphabetic 22 114.73 10.57 84 -130 
Syllabic 6 118.00 6.75 111 -130 
Language experience 
Group 1 (11) 5 118.80 7.22 
Group 2 (20) 1 129.00 
Group 3 (21) 1 114.00 
Group 4 (22) 1 115.00 
Group 5 (30) 10 113.00 12.17 
Group 6 (31) 3 111.33 6.51 
Group 7 (40) 4 113.50 13.30 
Group 8 (41) 2 121.00 4.24 
Group 9 (50) 1 120.00 
Total subjects 28 115.43 9.86 
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Summary of Primary Analyses of Subjects' Interest Scores and 
Attitudinal Scores 
Before experiencing the instructional system, subjects of the 
present study generally had relatively high scores in terms of their 
interest in learning Chinese characters. With a possible range of 6 to 20, 
the real range of the interest scores was from 9 to 19; 50 percent (14) 
of the subjects had scores higher than 15 (Table 14a). After using the 
hypermedia system, subjects had interest scores distributed from 14 to 
20, and 39,3 percent (11) had the highest score possible, 20 (Table 14b). 
Thus, interest scores increased. The significance of this increment was 
tested and will be reported in later sections of this chapter. 
The sample also had fairly high scores on all of four sections and 
high total scores, compared with the possible ranges of attitudinal 
scores (Table 15). For the section "Etymology-based content," 89 
percent (25) of subjects had scores over 41.25 (the top quarter of the 
possible range); 50 percent even reached scores over 50. All of the 
sample ranked in the top quarter of attitudinal scores towards 
"Computer use"; and 53.7 percent had scores from 18 to 20. Of 28 
subjects, 27 (96.4%) had scores higher than 18 on "Visual presentation" 
section. Moreover, 92.8 percent (26) of subjects had scores at the top 
quarter of the possible range on "Usefulness of the system". Twenty-six 
subjects (92.8%) had total scores over 100, of a maximum of 130; 28.6 
percent had scores over 120. 
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Table 14a. Frequency of interest scores before using the hypermedia 
instructional system 
Scor©^ N Percentage 
9 2 7.1 
1 1 2 7.1 
1 2 3 10.7 
1 4 1 3.6 
15 6 21.4 
1 6 1 3.6 
1 7 4 14.3 
1 8 6 21.4 
19 3 10.7 
^Possible range: g . 20. 
Table 14b. Frequency of interest scores pftçr using the hypermedia 
instructional system 
Scor©^ N Percentage 
1 4 2 7.1 
1 5 1 3.6 
1 6 1 3.6 
1 7 4 14.3 
1 8 3 10.7 
19 6 21.4 
20 1 1 39.3 
^Possible range: 6 . 20, 
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Table 15. Frequency of subjects attitudinal scores, by subsections 
Score N Percentage 
Etymology-based content^ 
35 1 3.6 
36 1 3.6 
41 1 3.6 
42 1 3.6 
43 1 3.6 
45 3 10.7 
46 2 7.1 
47 2 7.1 
49 2 7.1 
50 4 14.3 
51 3 10.7 
52 1 3.6 
53 3 10.7 
55 3 10.7 
Computer use^ 
15 3 10.7 
1 6 2 7.1 
1 7 8 28.6 
18 5 17.9 
19 5 17.9 
20 5 17.9 
Visual presentation^ 
18 1 3.6 
21 3 10.7 
22 3 10.7 
23 5 17.9 
24 6 21.4 
25 1 0 35.7 
2 Possible range: 11 - 55-
b Possible range: 4-20. 
^Possible range:  5-25.  
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Table 15. (Continued) 
Score N Percentage 
Usefulness of the system 
1 6 1 3.6 
2 1 1 3 .6 
23 1 3.6 
24 4 14.3 
25 2 7.1 
26 4 14.3 
27 4 14.3 
28 7 25.0 
29 1 3.6 
30 3 10.7 
Overall value® 
84 I 3 .6 
94 1 3.6 
105 1 3.6 
109 2 7.1 
110 1 3.6 
11 1 2 7.1 
114 2 7.1 
115 3 10.7 
116 2 7.1 
117 1 3.6 
118 2 7.1 
120 2 7.1 
121 1 3.6 
122 2 7.1 
123 1 3.6 
124 1 3.6 
129 1 3.6 
130 2 7.1 
^Possible range: 6 - 30. 
^Possible range: 26 - 130. 
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Regarding the effect of subject characteristics, a summary is 
presented in Table 16. Groups with different characteristics and their 
corresponding ranks resulted from comparisons of the mean scores 
among groups of a same characteristic in each item were listed. As can 
be seen in Table 16, females always had higher attitudinal scores and 
higher interest scores after using the hypermedia system than males. 
The age variable seemed to have a positive relation to the interest 
scores. Nevertheless, the youngest age group had several of the highest 
attitudinal scores from among the age groups. The variable of 
educational level showed a positive relation to interest scores and a 
somewhat positive relation to attitudinal scores. Linguistics/language 
majors had higher mean scores than did other majors, across all interest 
items and attitudinal sections. The syllabic language group had higher 
scores on all items than did the alphabetic language group, except for 
the attitudinal score on computer use. Different language-experience 
groups had more complicated results than did other groupings. Groups 
8 (four alphabetic languages and one syllabic language), however, had 
most of the highest scores from among the language-experience groups. 
The significance of the effect of each independent variable on each 
dependent variable will be analyzed and examined later in the chapter. 
Description of Evaluation bv Teachers 
Frequency and mean scores of teachers' evaluations arc tabulated 
in Tables 17 and 18. Data in the two tables indicate that the teacher 
evaluators had relatively high scores in terms of etymology-based 
Table 16. Summary of descriptive data on interest variables and attitudinal variables, by subject 
characteristics 
(Tharncferisfic Variable^ 
A B C D E F G 
Gender 
Male 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Female 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Age 
19 and younger 4 4 1 1 1 2 • 1 
20 -- 29 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 
30 -- 39 2 2 4 4 2 4 4 
40 -- 49 1 1 2 3 4 1 2 
Educational level 
High school 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 
Undergraduate school 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 
Graduate school 1 1 1 2 3 1 2 
Major 
Linguistics/language 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Other 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Native language 
Alphabetic 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 
Syllabic 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 
Language 
experience 
Group 1(11) 4 2 2 4 3 2 2 
Group 2 (20) 
Group 3 (21) 
Group 4 (22) 
Group 5 (30) 5 5 3 1 5 5 4 
Group 6 (31) 3 2 5 5 4 4 5 
Group 7 (40) 2 4 4 3 2 3 3 
Group 8 (41) 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 
Group 9 (50) 
^ VariableA = interest befor using the system; Variables = interest after using the system; 
VariableC = attitude towards etymology-based content; VariableD = attitude towards computer 
use; VariableE = attitude towards visual presentation; VariableF = attitude towards usefulness of 
the system; VariableG = attitude towards overall value of the system. 
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Table 17. Frequency of teacher evaluators' attitudinal scores, by 
subsections 
Score N Percentage 
Etymology-based content^ 
45 2 28.6 
47 1 14.3 
49 1 14.3 
50 1 14.3 
5 1 1 14.3 
52 1 14.3 
Computer use^ 
1 6 1 14.3 
1 7 1 14.3 
1 8 2 28.6 
1 9 1 14.3 
20 2 28.6 
Visual presentation^ 
22 3 42.9 
23 1 14.3 
24 3 42.9 
Usefulness of the system 
24 1 14.3 
25 1 14.6 
27 1 14.3 
28 2 28.6 
30 2 28.6 
2  ^Possible range: 11 - 55-
b Possible range: 4-20. 
^ P o s s i b l e  r a n g e ;  5 - 2 5 -
^Possible range: 6 - 30. 
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Table 17. (Continued) 
Score N Percentage 
Overall value® 
109 1 14.3 
110 1 14.3 
115 1 14.3 
117 1 14.3 
118 1 14.3 
125 1 14.3 
126 1 14.3 
^Possible range: 26 - 130. 
Table 18. Means, standard deviations, and ranges of teacher evaluators' 
attitudinal scores, by subsections 







7 48.43 2.82 45 - 52 1 1 - 55 
Computer use 7 18.29 1.50 1 6 - 20 4 - 20 
Visual presentation 7 23.00 1.00 22 - 24 5 - 25 
Usefulness of 
the system 7 27.43 2.30 24 - 30 6 - 30 
Total score 7 1 17.14 6.62 109 - 1 26 26 - 130 
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content, computer use, visual presentation, and usefulness as well as on 
the overall value of the system. 
Comments from teachers included both encouragement and 
criticism; 
"It would be more attractive and efficient to demonstrate the 
history of characters by motion pictures." 
"The history of Chinese characters was simplified too much." 
"It is an exciting idea, but does it cost too much for educational 
institutes?" 
"There need to be more options in the control program to enable 
learners to make direct comparisons of any two characters." 
Possible problems foreseen by the teacher evaluators will be 
discussed in the Chapter 5. 
Statistical Testing of Evaluation Questions 
The relations of independent variables and dependent variables 
were analyzed and tested. Results relating to the evaluation questions 
and to the subquestions will be reported accordingly. 
Question 1. Do beginning Chinese-as-a-second-language learners 
of various linguistic backgrounds consider the 
etymology-based instructional system useful and 
valuable for learning Chinese characters? 
The question concerned six independent variables of learners' 
linguistic backgrounds and the attitudinal variables. The attitudinal 
variables were attitudes towards etymology-based content, attitudes 
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towards computer use, attitudes towards visual presentation, attitudes 
towards the usefulness of the system, and overall attitudes towards the 
value of the system. The six independent variables were age, gender, 
educational level, major field, native language, and language experience. 
Thirty ANOVAs were performed to test the hypotheses relating to 
the first question. Results were presented according to independent 
variables. 
By Agg 
Hypothesis: There is no significant relationship between age and the 
dependent variables. 
Results of five ANOVAs regarding the variable of age are tabulated 
in Table 19. Probabilities for the significance of relationships between 
age and attitudinal variables of etymology-based content, computer use, 
visual presentation, usefulness of the system, and overall evaluation 
were 0.7924, 0.2293, 0.6243, 0.6239, and 0.6212, respectively. These 
numbers indicate that the relationships were not significant at the 0.05 
level and, therefore, that null hypothesis was accepted. 
Bv Gender 
Hypothesis: There is no significant relationship between gender and 
the dependent variables. 
Table 20 illustrates the individual analyses of the five attitudinal 
variables. The probabilities for the variable of etymology-based 
content was 0,3247, that for computer use was 0.4189, that for visual 
presentation was 0.4729, that for usefulness of the system was 0.7973, 
and that for overall evaluation was 0.3921. None of these figures 
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providedadequate evidence to disprove the null hypothesis and, 
therefore. the null hypothesis was accepted. 
Table 19. Analysis 
system, 
of variance on 
by age 
attitudes towards the instructional 
Source 
Degree of Sum of 
Freedom Square 
Mean 
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Table 20. Analysis of variance on attitudes towards the instructional 
system, by gender 
Degree of Sum of Mean 
Source Freedom Square Square F value p > F 
Etymology-based content 
Model 1 27.7236 27.7239 1.01 0.3247 
Error 26 715.2406 27.5092 
Total 27 742.9642 
Computer use 
Model 1 1.6875 1.6875 0.67 0.4189 
Error 26 65.0267 2.5010 
Total 27 66.7142 
Visual presentation 
Model 1 1.6165 1.6165 0.53 0.4729 
Error 26 79.2406 3.0477 
Total 27 80.8571 
Usefulness of the system 
Model 1 0.6205 0.6205 0.07 0.7973 
Error 26 239.4866 9.2110 
Total 27 240.1070 
Overall value 
Model 1 74.3651 74.3651 0.76 0.3921 
Error 26 2552.4919 98.1727 
Total 27 2626.8571 
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Bv Educational Level 
Hypothesis: There is no significant relationship between educational 
level and the dependent variables. 
Differences among the three educational-level groups were tested 
to clarify the relationship between educational level and attitude 
towards the hypermedia system. Analyses resulted in probabilities of 
0.8975 for etymology-based content; 0.8310 for computer use; 0.5086 
for visual presentation; 0.2442 for usefulness of the system; and 0.7114 
for overall evaluation (Table 21). Results were found showing no 
significant difference among groups of different educational levels. 
Bv Major 
Hypothesis; There is no significant relationship between major and the 
dependent variables. 
The p values generated from analyses relating to this hypothesis 
were smaller than most of those from analyses of other independent 
variables but were still not small enough to reach the 0.05 level of 
significance (Table 22). Thus, the null hypothesis of no significant 
difference cannot be rejected, because of inadequate evidence. 
Bv Native Language 
Hypothesis; There is no significant relationship between native 
language and the dependent variables. 
Table 23 illustrates the effect of the independent variables of 
native language on attitudinal variables. For attitudes towards 
etymology-based content, the probability of significance was 0.6253, 
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Table 21. Analysis of variance on attitudes towards the instructional 
system, by educational level 
Degree of Sum of Mean 
Source Freedom Square Square F-value p > F 
Etymology-based content 
Model 2 6.3976 3.1988 0.11 0.8975 
Error 25 736.5666 29.4626 
Total 27 742.9642 
Computer use 
Model 2 0.9809 0.4904 0.19 0.8310 
Error 25 65.7333 2.6293 
Total 27 66.7142 
Visual presentation 
Model 2 4.2571 2.1285 0.69 0.5086 
Error 25 76.6000 3.0640 
Total 27 80.8571 
Usefulness of the system 
Model 2 25.6071 12.8035 1.49 0.2442 
Error 25 214.5000 
Total 27 240.1071 
Overall value 
Model 2 70.5904 35.2952 0.35 0.7114 
Error 25 2556.2666 102.2506 
Total 27 2626.8571 
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Table 22. Analysis of variance on attitudes towards the instructional 
system, by major 
Degree of Sum of Mean 
Source Freedom Square Square F-value p > F 
Etymology-based content 
Model 1 24.6764 24.6764 0.89 0.3533 
Error 26 718.2878 27.6264 
Total 27 742.9642 
Computer use 
Model 1 2.2900 2.2900 0.92 0.3452 
Error 26 64.4242 2.4778 
Total 27 66.7142 
Visual presentation 
Model 1 1.5210 1.5210 0.41 0.5283 
Error 26 79.6061 3.0617 
Total 27 80.8571 
Usefulness of  the system 
Model 1 20.9101 20.9101 2.48 0.1274 
Error 26 219.1970 8.4306 
Total 27 240.1071 
Overall  value 
Model 1 148.1601 148.1601 1.55 0.2236 
Error 26 2478.6970 95.3344 
Total 27 2626.8571 
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Table 23. Analysis of variance on attitudes towards the instructional 
system, by native language 
Degree of Sum of Mean 
Source Freedom Square Square F-value p > F 
Etymology-based content 
Model 1 6.9142 6.9142 0.24 0.6253 
Error 26 736.0500 28.3096 
Total 27 742.9642 
Computer use 
Model 1 12.0142 12.0142 5.71 0.0244* 
Error 26 54.7000 2.1038 
Total 27 66.7142 
Visual presentation 
Model 1 0.0321 0.0321 0.01 0.9198 
Error 26 80.8250 3.1086 
Total 27 80.8571 
Usefulness of the system 
Model 1 0.3571 0.3571 0.04 0.8455 
Error 26 239.7500 9.2211 
Total 27 240.1071 
Overall value 
Model 1 47.2321 47.2321 0.48 0.4963 
Error 26 2579.6250 99.2163 
Total 27 2626.8571 
* Significant at the 0.05 level. 
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which indicates that the relationship between native language and 
attitude towards content was not significant. Nonsignificant relationship 
were also found for the dependent variables of attitudes towards visual 
presentation, attitudes towards usefulness of the system, and attitudes 
towards overall value of the system. 
But the probability for the significance of relationship between 
native language and attitude towards the computer use was 0.0244, 
which proved that the relationship was significant at the 0.05 level. 
Thus, the null hypothesis was rejected and the alternative hypothesis of 
the significant relationship between native language and at least one of 
the dependent variables was accepted. 
Bv Language Experience 
Hypothesis; There is no significant relationship between language 
experience and the dependent variables. 
The probabilities resulting from ANOVAs testing the independent 
variable of language experience were rather high. The probability for 
attitude towards etymology-based content was 0.5978; for computer 
use, 0.9282; for visual presentation, 0.9566; for usefulness of the 
system, 0.7378; and for overall value of the system, 0.8473 (Table 24). 
These numbers indicate that the relationships were not significant 
and that there was not adequate evidence to reject the null hypothesis. 
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Table 24. Analysis of variance on attitudes towards the instructional 
system, by language experience 
Degree of Sum of Mean 
Source Freedom Square Square F-value p > F 
Etymology-based content 
Model 8 190.0142 23.7517 0.82 0.5978 
Error 1 9 552.9500 29.1026 
Total 27 742.9642 
Computer use 
Model 8 8.8142 1.1017 0.36 0.9282 
Error 1 9 57.9000 3.0473 
Total 27 66.7142 
Visual presentation 
Model 8 9.0904 1.1363 0.30 0.9566 
Error 1 9 71.7666 3.7771 
Total 27 80.8571 
Usefulness of the system 
Model 8 50.7571 6.3446 0.64 0.7378 
Error 1 9 189.3500 9.9657 
Total 27 240.1071 
Overall value 
Model 8 450.3904 56.2988 0.49 0.8473 
Error 1 9 2176.4666 1 14.5508 
Total 27 2626.8571 
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Question 2. Does the etymology-based instructional system 
heighten the interest in learning Chinese characters 
of beginning Chinese-as-a-second-language learners 
of various backgrounds? 
Hypothesis: There is no significant difference between interest in 
learning Chinese characters before using the 
hypermedia instructional system and after using the 
system. 
A dependent t-statistic was used to perform the paired comparison 
of interest both before and after using the hypermedia system. 
Independent t-tests were not considered because pretest data and 
posttest data were generated from the same group — all 28 subjects. 
The average of change in interest scores was 3.0714, and the t-value for 
this hypothesis was 7.71 (Table 25). Because the two numbers were 
positive, interest had increased. With the degree of freedom at 27 (N-1) 
and the significance level at 0.05, the t-value was 1.703 in the table of t 
distribution. Because 7.71 is much greater than 1,703, the differences 
between pretest and posttest scores were significant at the 0.005 level, 
and even at the 0.001 level. That is, the increment of interest in 
learning Chinese characters was strongly significant. Hence, the null 
hypothesis was rejected, and the alternative hypothesis — that there 
are significant differences between interest before using the system and 
interest after using the system -- was accepted. 
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Table 25. T-test for change of interest in learning Chinese characters 
Variable Mean SD T-value Probability 
Difference 
(Change of 3.0714 0.3982 7.71 0.0001** 
interest) 
*• Significant at the 0.01 level. 
CHAPTER V. DISCUSSION 
The purposes of this chapter are to provide an overview of the 
study, to discuss and draw conclusions regarding the findings, and to 
make recommendations for future studies. The content of this chapter 
is organized under the following headings: 
1. Review of the Study, 
2. Discussion of Statistical Findings, 
3. Discussion of Evaluation Comments, 
4. Conclusions, and 
5. Recommendations. 
Review of the Study 
Given the increasing interest in Chinese as a second language and 
the difficulties of learning Chinese characters, this study attempted to 
develop an instructional system to facilitate the learning of Chinese 
characters. Theoretical analyses of the Chinese writing system and 
relative research indicate that Chinese characters convey meanings 
directly from physical features and are processed in the right 
hemisphere of the brain as nonverbal visual patterns. Being aware of 
the visual nature of Chinese characters through the review of relative 
literature and etymological documents, the researcher developed 
instructional material based upon Chinese etymology, which is a special 
academic subject concerning the analyses and the evolution of visual 
features of Chinese characters. A hypermedia system was utilized as a 
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delivering instrument because of its excellent visual presentation 
capability. 
Tasks for the development of the instructional system included: 
1) defining the target population; 2) determining the objectives of the 
courseware; 3) selecting characters according to criteria such as high 
frequency of use and potential for generating new knowledge; 
4) collecting and analyzing information related to the characters 
selected, including aspects regarding origin and evolution, meaning, 
pronunciation, structure, and usage; 5) initially evaluating and 
approving content; 6) organizing content; 7) creating a videodisc 
program for storing information related to the visual features of the 
selected characters; and 8) creating a computer program with which to 
control the videodisc and present the desired information. 
An evaluation was then conducted to collect information about the 
efficiency of the hypermedia instructional system, learners' preferences, 
and means of improvement. Two evaluation questions were proposed. 
The first question, "Do beginning Chinese-as-a-second-language learners 
of various linguistic backgrounds consider an etymology-based 
instructional system effective and efficient for learning Chinese 
characters?" investigated learners' attitudes towards the hypermedia 
system. Attitude towards the overall value of the instructional system 
was treated as a dependent variable and consisted of four subvariables: 
attitude towards etymology-based content, attitude towards computer 
use, attitude towards visual presentation, and attitude towards 
usefulness of the system. Six individual characteristics of the learner 
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(age, gender, educational level, major field, native language, and 
language experience) considered possible factors determining learning 
style preferences, were used as independent variables for the first 
question. The second question, "Does the etymology-based instructional 
system heighten the interest in learning Chinese characters of beginning 
Chinese-as-a-second-language learners of various linguistic 
backgrounds?" was used to determine the change in learner interest in 
learning Chinese characters before and after using the instructional 
system. 
Questionnaire I, containing seven questions about personal 
information and six questions about interest in learning Chinese 
characters, served as the pretest instrument. In addition to the six 
questions regarding interest. Question II contained 26 five-point Likert-
scale statements and an open-ended question which were designed to 
measure learner attitude towards the instructional system. The second 
questionnaire was used as the posttest. Questionnaire III, composed of 
27 attitudinal questions, was used to gather information and comments 
regarding improving the system from experts in teaching Chinese. 
Seventeen males and eleven females, representing nine countries, 
served as subjects in this study. The ages of subjects ranged from 18 to 
42. Of Khe sample, 10 (35.7%) were high-school graduates; 12 (42.9%), 
undergraduate-school level; 6 (21.4%), graduate-school level. Seven 
(25.0%) of the respondents majored in linguistics or languages, and the 
remainder (21, 75.0%) majored in other fields. Ten languages, eight 
alphabetic languages and two syllabic languages, represented the native 
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languages, of subjects. In short, 78.6 percent (22) of the sample spoke 
alphabetic languages and 21.4 percent (6) spoke syllabic languages as 
native languages. Language experiences ranged from the study of one 
to five alphabetic languages and from the study of zero to two syllabic 
languages. 
In addition to descriptive statistics, the analyses of data involved 
Pearson correlation coefficient processes, ANOVAs, and a paired t-test. 
Discussion of Statistical Findings 
Further discussions of the results of statistical processing are 
presented in this section. Comparisons with relative studies are also 
made. Findings are grouped and reported according to their relation to 
the evaluation questions. 
Question 1. Do beginning Chinese-as-a-second-language learners of 
various linguistic backgrounds consider the etymology-
based instructional system effective and efficient for 
learning Chinese characters? 
The concern of this question was the relationships between six 
independent variables and the dependent variable — attitudes towards 
the hypermedia instructional system. Information related to each 
independent variable will be discussed accordingly. 
Ggnder 
Gender differences in learning style preferences have been 
reported in many studies (Reid, 1987; Stewing, 1989; Whyte & Harland, 
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1984). In the current study, a nonsignificant relationship between 
gender and attitude was found. Female subjects tended to have higher 
scores on all of four subvariables and on the overall attitudinal variable 
than did the male subjects. These findings were similar to, but also 
different from, those of previous studies. 
With elementary-school subjects in visual literacy classes, Stewing 
(1989) indicated that, as children grow older, boys tend to like abstract 
art better, whereas girls tend to like representational art. Whyte and 
Harland (1984) investigated gender differences in visual encoding skills 
and reported that females prefer letter training and males prefer word 
training. Because each letter stands only for itself, whereas words deal 
with various meanings that are dependent upon application, the letter 
training in the latter study was interpreted as skill in relatively 
concrete concepts, and word training was interpreted as skill in 
relatively abstract. Thus, the results of the two studies were considered 
consistent. 
Regarding the nature of the hypermedia instructional system, the 
etymology-based material was designed essentially to teach Chinese 
characters by presenting their original appearances, which were very 
similar to the objects they represented. The videodisc program was 
employed to present the visual characteristics of the characters, and the 
system attempted both to illustrate the representational relation 
between the characters and their origins and to concretize the meanings 
of subsequently abstracted ones. Hence, the female subjects' 
preferences in this study could be interpreted as consistent with the 
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females' preferences for representational symbols in Stewing's (1989) 
and Whyte and Harland's (1984) studies. 
Conversely, Reid (1987) studied the learning style preferences of 
ESL (English as a Second Language) subjects regarding six instructional 
modes: visual, auditory, kinesthetic, tactile, group learning, and 
individual learning. She reported that males preferred visual learning 
significantly more than females did, according to their responses to self-
reporting type questions. The possible cause of the differences between 
Reid's finding regarding gender and the findings of the present study 
and those of Stewing's and Whyte and Harland's study may be the types 
of data-collecting procedures employed. The procedures of the latter 
three studies, including the current one, measured preferences after 
presenting visual stimuli, whereas the procedure of Reid's study 
gathered responses to a questionnaire, without visual stimuli. 
Age 
Subjects of the youngest age groups (age 19 and younger) showed 
the highest scores on items regarding etymology-based content, 
computer use, visual presentation, and overall value of the system. 
Their mean scores revealed that this age group had positive attitudes 
towards the system. Other age groups did not evidence such an obvious 
trend but Reid (1987) reported that the preferences for visual learning 
seemed to be positively related to age, findings on the relation of the 
two variables (age and attitude toward visual learning) in neither Reid's 
study nor the present study were significant. 
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Educational level 
Mean scores of attitudinal variables indicate that there were 
probably positive correlations between educational level and attitude 
towards etymology-based content and between educational level and 
attitude towards usefulness of the system. Regarding the other two 
subvariables (attitude towards computer use and towards visual 
presentation) and the overall attitudinal variable, the undergraduate-
school group showed the most positive attitudes among the three 
groups of different educational levels. 
However, statistical analysis did not reveal significant differences 
for the three groups, and the relationship between educational level and 
attitude was therefore not statistically significant. 
Major 
Although statistical analysis did not provide adequate evidence for 
a significant relation between major field and preference of the 
hypermedia instructional system, the attitudinal mean scores indicated 
that linguistics/language majors were more positive regarding all of the 
four subvariables and the overall attitudinal variable, than were other 
majors. 
Because of the emphasis on linguistic backgrounds in this study, 
subjects' majors were divided into one of two categories: 
linguistics/language and others, whereas majors were grouped into six 
categories in Reid's study. The differences in grouping rendered the 
studies incomparable in terms of the major-field variable. 
Nevertheless, Reid found, without statistically significant evidence, that 
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humanities majors, into which linguistics/language majors are 
categorized, tended to be the least oriented towards visual learning. 
Native language 
It is a broadly accepted assumption that native language has some 
effect on learning style preference. Hayes (1988) found that American 
readers of Chinese Mandarin preferred visual processing more than did 
native Chinese readers. Reid (1987) indicated that English native 
speakers had greater auditory preferences than visual preferences, 
whereas Bennett (1979) postulated that the mainstream (United States) 
culture emphasized visual learning. 
In the current study, languages were classified as either alphabetic 
or syllabic languages, according to the writing system. Syllabic-
language native speakers had higher mean scores on four of the five 
attitudinal measures than did alphabetic-language native speakers, 
although the trends were not all statistically significant, as had been 
expected. 
The inconsistency among the findings of these studies may have 
resulted from the use of different research methods. Bennett (1979) 
focused on the English speakers of the United States, whereas Hayes 
(1988) compared Chinese and American readers without involving 
other language groups. Reid (1987) investigated nine languages and 
analyzed each language individually, instead of grouping them by 
writing systems, as was done in this study. 
The null hypotheses of the present study relating to the variable of 
native languages were developed to clarify relations between 1) native 
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language and attitude towards etymology-based content, 2) native 
language and attitude towards computer use, 3) native language and 
attitude towards visual presentation, 4) native language and attitude 
towards usefulness of the system, and 5) native language and attitude 
towards the overall value of the system. The relations were not found 
to be significant, except for one comparison that between native 
language and attitude towards computer use. Interestingly, this was 
the only item on which alphabetic language speakers had a higher mean 
score than did syllabic language speakers. Thus, native speakers of 
alphabetic languages preferred the design of the computer program 
more than did the syllabic language group. 
The nonsignificant relations between native language and the 
remaining attitudinal variables, however, may be due to the following 
reasons: 
1) The small number of syllabic language representatives. The 
native speakers of syllabic languages consisted of three Japanese and 
three Korean subjects. The total number of subjects in the syllabic 
language group was only six, whereas the number for the alphabetic 
language group was 22. The large gap between the numbers of 
representatives of the two language systems may have diluted the 
significance of the results, 
2) The multiple cultures involved in the sample. Because seven of 
the nine languages represented in this study belong to the alphabetic 
language family, native speakers of these alphabetic languages 
represent the cultures of countries in Europe, America, and Asia. The 
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syllabic language group involved the Japanese and Korean cultures. 
Merely native speakers of English may include Americans, Britains, and 
even Singaporeans. Students from some culture may tend to give very 
positive responses to questions, whereas others may not (Reid, 1987). 
Thus, when different cultures are mixed in a group, nonsignificant 
results may result. 
Language experience 
Statistical analysis failed to provide significant results for the 
relation between language experiences and preferences of the 
instructional system. Although subjects who had learned four 
alphabetic languages and one syllabic language showed higher mean 
scores than six subjects from any other group, the small number of 
subjects — only two -- made the trend less meaningful. 
Question 2. Does the etymology-based instructional system heighten 
interest in learning Chinese characters of beginning 
Chinese-as-a-second-language learners of various linguistic 
backgrounds? 
The possible range of interest scores was 6 to 20. The top one third 
of the score were in the range from 16 to 20. Fifty percent of the 
subjects had pretest scores falling into the top one-third of the range, 
whereas 89.3 percent had posttest scores in the top range. The middle 
one-third range was from 11 to 15, and the bottom one-third from 6 to 
10. At the pretest, 42.8 percent of the sample had scores in the middle 
range, and 7.2 percent had scores in the bottom range. The posttest 
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scores showed only 10.7 percent in the middle and none in the bottom. 
These numbers illustrate that interest scores increased obviously from 
pretest to posttest. Moreover, result of the paired t-statistic proved the 
strong significance of the increment of interest, with probability of 
0.0001. Thus, subjects had shown relatively great interest in learning 
Chinese characters before using the hypermedia instructional system, 
and the system successfully heightened their interest. 
Discussion of Evaluation Comments 
An open-ended question in Questionnaire II (posttest) and 
Questionnaire III (questionnaire for obtaining evaluation from experts 
in teaching Chinese) was used to elicit comments on the entire system. 
Suggestions were also obtained through informal discussion between 
the researcher and student/teacher evaluators. 
Most of the users appreciated the utilization of new technology and 
the application of Chinese etymology. They felt that they could be 
benefited by the following aspects of this instructional system: 
1. Stories of the characters. The stories presented the history 
of each character, analyzed the original shape, and explained the 
meanings of each stroke. They helped the learner to understand these 
characters in depth and to gain an insight into Chinese culture. 
2. Evolution of characters' features. The evolution illustrated 
the changes of characters, step by step, from concrete objects, to original 
forms, to modern forms. It was useful in associating characters to the 
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objects they represented and therefore helped identify special features 
of individual characters. 
3. Analyses of radicals and phonetics. The analyses pointed 
out the determinate effect of radicals and phonetics on the meanings 
and pronunciations of characters. They helped learners understand the 
principles on which most characters were formed and enabled learners 
to grasp the meanings and pronunciation of other compound characters 
not included in the instructional material. 
4. The control ability of the computer program. The 
computer program allowed users to select segments of information 
stored either in the computer memory or in the videodisc program and 
to repeat the information based upon the users' decision. The program 
made the user feel that it was a learner-controlled learning rather than 
computer controlled learning. 
In addition to pointing out these advantages, comments also 
pointed out certain problems. These problems were generally related to 
the functions of the computer program, to the presentation of the 
videodisc program, and etymology-based content. 
1. Functions of the computer program. Firstly, some users 
indicated that the program should enable users to make comparisons of 
characters sharing the same characteristics, such as radicals, phonetics, 
or structures, by directly clicking at the characteristic instead of by 
going back to the index. For example, the program should have shown 
all the characters of the top-bottom structure orderly when the user 
selected the icon representing the top-bottom structure. Secondly, the 
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speed of the evolution demonstration did not fit the viewing speed of 
every user. Adding a function controlling the showing speed was 
suggested. Finally, regarding the stroke orders of characters, several 
users were unsatisfied by the demonstration of writing characters, 
which wrote individual characters in a complete, orderly process. These 
users suggested that single strokes should be able to be isolated so that 
users could study each stroke of a character. 
2. Presentation of the videodisc program. Information 
stored in the videodisc program concerned stories of the characters' 
history, meanings, and examples of application, which were presented 
in still pictures. Almost all of the student subjects and the teacher 
evaluators commented that motion pictures would have been more 
attractive and realistic. These comments coincided with the original 
intention of the researcher, who was not able to put the intention into 
practice because of difficulties faced during system development (See 
"Software Development," Chapter III). 
3. Etymology based content. Questions about content were 
proposed mainly by teacher evaluators. One professor of Chinese 
literature thought that the information about Chinese etymology was 
simplified too much. He emphasized that there were many exceptions 
to character evolution and worried that beginning learners would 
overgeneralize other characters incorrectly. Nevertheless, the 
researcher argued that the main purpose of this instructional system 
was to teach Chinese characters to beginning Chinese-as-a-second-
language learners rather than to teach Chinese etymology itself. 
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Chinese etymology was applied only as an instructional aid by which to 
help learners gain an essential conception of Chinese characters and to 
decrease learners' fear of memorizing characters by rote. A teacher of 
basic Mandarin suggested annotating for exceptions. But the researcher 
felt that such knowledge about Chinese etymology could be introduced 
in advanced Chinese courses. 
Conclusions 
The purposes of this study were 1) to develop a hypermedia 
instructional system based on Chinese etymology with which to teach 
Chinese-character-recognition skills to beginning Chinese-as-a-second-
language learners and 2) to evaluate the hypermedia system by 
investigating both users' attitudes towards the system and change in 
users' interest in learning Chinese characters before and after having 
used the system. The independent variables inspected during the 
evaluation included age, gender, educational level, major, native 
language, and language experience. However, the results of this study 
were based upon some research limitations: the limited number of 
subjects, the limited number of characters involved, and the limited 
duration of the experimental instruction. 
Through statistical analyses, the study found that native speakers 
of alphabetic languages showed significantly greater preferences for the 
use of computers in the instructional system than did speakers of 
syllabic languages. The other relationships between independent 
variables and users' attitudes were not statistically significant. Possible 
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reasons for those nonsignificant results were 1) the small size of the 
sample -- 28 subjects total and only on or two subjects in some 
subgroups of independent variables, and 2) the multiple cultures 
involved - subjects in the same language groups were from culturally 
different countries. Subjects of the study and the teacher evaluators, 
however, expressed considerably great preference for the hypermedia 
instructional system. In additional, several trends found in the 
relations between independent variables and attitudes were relatively 
consistent with the findings of related research, despite a lack of 
statistically significant evidence. 
Subjects generally exhibited great interest in learning Chinese 
characters even before using the hypermedia system. Perhaps the long 
trips of those nonnative Chinese speakers from their countries to 
Taiwan were in part the result of their unusually great interest in 
learning Chinese. Nevertheless, their interest was significantly 
heightened by the hypermedia instructional system. 
In addition to evaluating their own preferences, subjects and 
teacher evaluators commented on the system. The merits most 
appreciated by the users were: 1) histories of the characters, 2) 
evolution of characters' features, 3) analyses of radicals and phonetics, 
and 4) the control ability of the computer program. Improvements 
were also suggested as well. Suggestions of improvement were: 1) 
adding certain functions to the computer program, 2) using motion 
pictures for the presentation of the videodisc program, and 3) 
annotating for etymological exceptions. 
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In short, although statistical analyses did not result in as many 
significant relationships of independent variables and dependent 
variables as expected, results of this study were still encouraging and 
suggested the continuation of research in future studies. 
Compared with other languages, the Chinese language occasions 
relatively little attention from second-language-learning enthusiasts 
although research interest is gradually increasing. Unfortunately, most 
interest thus far has been directed to the spoken language, little being 
directed to the written script. The emphasis on spoken Chinese is 
probably due to the misunderstandings of the numerous complications 
and difficulties learners face when learning Chinese characters. Such 
misunderstandings have impeded the study of the Chinese writing 
system and will impair the widespread instruction of Chinese as a 
second language because a written script is essential in modern-day 
language usage. 
The researcher of this study believes that the Chinese writing 
system could be explained effectively by applying an instructional 
strategy in the teaching of logographic orthography. This study has 
attempted to demonstrate that, through visual etymological analyses, 
features of characters could be made distinguishable and memorizable 
and, moreover, that cultural explanations could be delivered. 
The hypermedia system developed in this study will be used as a 
prototype by which to update instructional technologies for teaching 
Chinese characters to nonnative as well as to native learners. The 
primary goals of the researcher are to promote studies for the 
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improvement of Chinese character instruction and to encourage 
enthusiasm for learning the Chinese language. 
Recommendations 
Based upon the experience of developing the hypermedia 
instructional system and the foregoing findings, recommendations for 
future studies are presented as follows: 
1. In view of the nature of Chinese characters, visual aids are 
important to their instruction. But video materials specifically 
on this topic are few. The development of video programs 
teaching Chinese characters should be encouraged. 
2. Video materials and instructional systems like that developed 
in this study are very difficult for a single person to develop. 
Team work is strongly recommended. 
3. Application of Chinese etymology to the teaching of Chinese 
characters is relatively beneficial to beginning Chinese-as-a-
second-language learners. Therefore, knowledge of Chinese 
etymology should not be limited to classrooms of Chinese 
literature majors or advanced Chinese students. More Chinese-
language instruction based on Chinese etymology would be 
useful in the future. 
4. Hypermedia learning environments have been established, and 
their success has been proved in the fields of industrial and 
military training. Applications to language instruction in 
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Western languages such as English and Spanish are also 
popular. Before the current study, however, research utilizing 
hypermedia in Chinese language instruction had not been 
conducted. Therefore, more effort should be devoted to this 
field. 
5. Second language learning is a complex process involving many 
variables. The present study found that the hypermedia 
instructional system based on Chinese etymology heightened 
learner interest but failed to provide statistically significant 
evidence for the relationships between learner preference and 
linguistic background. Future studies are therefore suggested 
to include cultural variables and to select a greater number of 
subjects representing each group. 
6. Experimental studies are needed to test the academic efficiency 
of this hypermedia instructional system. 
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APPENDIX A. LIST OF RADICALS AND PHONETICS COMPOSING 
THE 300 MOST FREQUENTLY USED CHARACTERS 
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Radical K  Radical R  
1  2 3  2  1  8  
3  1  5  4  a  1  4  
5  I T  1  4  6  t  6  
7  U  6  8  I C  6  
9  ^  1  3  1 0  1  2  
1 1  ^  6  1  2  2  1  
1 3  i  2  1  4  7  
1 5  5  1 6  4 - 3  
1 7  â  5  1  8  4  4  
1 9  x U  2  2 0  a - 2  
2 1  ^  4  2 2  i - 5  
2 3  ^  2  2 4  A  2  
2 5  ^  1  2 6  $ 2 0  
2 7  ^  2  2 8  A 7  
2 9  %  2  3 0  1  
3 1  ^  5  3 2  1  
3 3  ^  1  3 4  1  
3  5  3  3 6  7  
3 7  J ]  6  3 8  * 2  
3 9  2  4 0  1  3  
4 1  i _  4  4 2  ''ï 4  
4 3  5  4 4  1  
45 \î)  3  4 6  a  1  
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Radical N Radical N 
47 ]Jl 2  4 8  1  
49 fj? 3  5 0  4 1  
2  5 2  4  
5 3  ^  1  5 4  / 1  
5 5  ^  3  5 6  2  
Phonctic N Phonetic N 
1 5 2 A 2 
3 & 4 4 1 
5 /Iv. 3 6 2 
7 6 6 8 3 
9 $ 2 10 9 
1 1 V3 3 12 8 
1 3 & 5 14 t 4 
15 8 16 2. 6 
1 7 4 18 i 6 
1 9 4 20 jL 4 
21 i 4 22 8 
23 8 24 4 
25 6 26 4- 5 
27 $ 4 28 t 8 
29 >w" 6 30 J. 3 
3 1 $ 7 32 4 
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Phonetic N Phonetic 
3 3  X2 2  3 4  
3 5  3  3 6  f 
3 7  iti 4  3 8  % 
3 9  4 6  4 0  s 
4  1 6  4 2  
4 3  5  4 4  a 
4 5  6  4 6  M 
4 7  t 4  4 8  & 
4 9  Û I 5 0  m 
5  1 1 5 2  t 
5 3  2  5 4  
5 5  il 3  5 6  & 
5 7  3  5 8  
5 9  K 4  6 0  
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APPENDIX B. THIRTY CHARACTERS SELECTED IN THE STUDY 
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APPENDIX C. APPLICATION TERMS OF SELECTED CHARACTERS 
USED BY TEXTBOOKS IN TAIWAN, R.O.C. 
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Basic  Bas ic  Chinese  Mandarin  
Term Mandarin  Characters  Readings  
îé 1 V V V 
% â V V 
A c  V V V 
A #  V V V 
A.  ^  V V 
itr i V V 
t i V V 
a Â. V V 
! t V V V 
1 # V V 
V V V 
? & V V V 
4: a V V V 
i: # V V 
^ % V V V 
V V 
t V V V 
g 1 V V V 
a IL V V V 
El V V 
0 *g_ V V 
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Basic  Basic  Chinese  Mandarin 
Term Mandarin Characters  Readings  
^  f  V V V 
7K V V V 
i -# V V V 
















i  M 





V V V 
^ A A. K V V V 
4" 4  V V 
4  t .  
/$- $ 








V V V 
^ * V V 
V V V 
6 V V 
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Basic Basic Chinese M a n d a r i n  
T e r m  M a n d a r i n  C h a r a c t e r s  R e a d i n g s  
4 A V V 
V V V 
- $ 4  V  V  V  
V  V  V  
^ # V  V  
i  4 '  V  V  
i  A .  V  V  V  
t A V  V  
i  M V  V  V  
# 4  #  
# #(& 







W V  V  
-;i. t V V V 
•/i 1- V V V 
V V V 
l $ V V 
1 m V V 
9$ A V V V 
# € V V 
V V V 
#& A V V 
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B a s i c  B a s i c  C h i n e s e  M a n d a r i n  
T e r m  M a n d a r i n  C h a r a c t e r s  R e a d i n g s  
%  m  V V 
i a  i  V V 
i  V V 
V V 
-91 V V V 
# V V V 
V V  V  
v?-5 f V  V  
ii. V  V  
}.L # V  V  V 
«X # :i V V 
i t  ^  V V 
f#».! V V V 
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APPENDIX D. STACK "SYSTEM INFORMATION" 
«•uilopid by 
thuMor loiui ttil* Uniutrilly 
1 6 7  Welcome to the Chinese character systemU 
m m I-* In mil iyiltm, you will liim 50 Chlntia >-
charicltr» — Including 19 primlllw# cn«r*cl*n 
•nd 11 chiricUrt compoiid rrom thoi* prlmltluM " by «xpotlng lo «heir orlglnil fornii 
•nd ilorlaa of ouolutlon, oiiglnol ind OHionilvo 
mtonlngi, pronunclillon and uiago, and alhar 
ralalad Infonnallon. Ihli lytlam alio prouldai 
an Inlarailing uldao praianlallon for you. Vou 
can conilruci your laaming procati and lalacl 
any plaça af Information In tha way you Ilka by Juil praiiing lha tnouia. Now, do II and haua funi 
gr 
You art going to Iht lyitcm now. 




1. Tht main Idea for uilng thli program ii to try. 
2. Drag down lha menu to tclacl Item you like to 
know. 
3. Click on any character on Indei card lo icreen 
Information about that character. 
4. Try on the «ymbol "Video" to tee vliual 




Thank you for atudyiag 
Chin#»# cbaracUn wilh ua. 





Pheaetk •• Ike Muad el#meal #f ceapeuad ckiracUre 
ladkellai Ike peMible preauadaliea. 
Redkal •• Ike Maiaaltc el#a»##l #f c#m|MU#d 
ckarector* imdk#U#g IIm |tMral cIim et Ike 
MMalag. 
PalUra •• ike grapkk ilruclure ky #kkk ekneela 
caaipeea cktrecUrt. 
Sireke •• •rlltag ekewale fuck •• llaem, dele, ##d 





•r * lè 
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APPENDIX E. STACK "RADICAL 














$y#l#m M##ning Orlgm Pronounc» U##g# Structur» A#l#(#d 
IP % 




tgiUm Mtining Origin Pronounc* Uiigt tlnicluri Htlaltd 
w m 
jfel TOI m 
beautineH. tady.gtrl hurt.hvm. 
jJf 
Cfiinese Cfiaracters 
%y#l#m Honing Ortgm Pronounc* U##g# Stnictun MliHd 


















Cfxintse Cfiaracters m lyiltm Mtining Origin Pronownc# Uiigi llruclurt Rtlilad 
" 4 #  
# 
milt rtmtit 
tnlonym •nlonum «ynonum 
&L 
Cfiintse Cfiaracters GH Chinese Cfiaracters 
iijiUm Mmmning Origin fronounc» W«mg# tlnitlur» 170 'M"*" Origin Pronounce uiogm SIrucluro lltlaKd 
sp T* 
Meanings: 





tgitom Mooning Origin Pronount» Ui«g# tiniclufo WiloUd 
RH Ckmt Characters 
& ni 




igitom Mooning Origin Pronounco Uiogo tlnjclur» Hololod 
85 Chinese Characters 
il 
SL 




Chinese Chaxacitrs M 
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APPENDIX F. STACK "PHONETIC 
Cfiinese Characters ISl Chinese Characters 











IgiUm M#«nlng flflglw Prenounce Uiigt <lnittur« MtHIK 
w 
151 Chinese Characters 
M 
JSL 
tytlew Meeming Origin pronounce Uiege tlruclure HtleUd 
ng 
Chinese Characters 
tytlem weening Origin Pronounce Uiege tirutlure OeleleO 
HT 
ISI  Cf i imeCfuimclers  JËL 
tUilem Meening Origin Pronounce Uiege ilructure Related 
1% 
Chinese Characters 
tgtlem Meening Origin Pronounce Uiege ttrviclure Helele* 
15}— Chinese Characters JSL 
tUilem Meening Origin Pronounce Uiege tiruclure HeHted 
I* 
Cfiime Cfmacters 151 Cfiime Cfutracters 






(yilem Meening Origin Pronounce Wiege llniclun 
W 
k. 




tgiUni Meening Origin Pronounce Uiege ttruclure Reloled 
& "ITj 
m • f -
comi •teamad bum 
a. M 
Cfiinese Cfiaracters 
tgtlem Meaning Origin Pronounce Uiege ttructuri 
r 
(SI Cdime Cfiaracters 
"6. & & 
ak. JÉ 
>y«lem Meening Origin Pronounce Uiege llruclure neland 
ÎP 
lgl 
S ® ® E 
lIlISlïlBffllîlffllS jâ 
Cfiime Cfiaracters 







Mji  fully audled bloom 
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Cfiinese C/imcters 
















APPENDIX G. STACK "COMPOUND 
chime Cftaracters 
tyittm I miiliiii [BBUfroneunc* Uiigi 
JfT 
ab. 
^ Cfiime Cftaracters 












y* Origin# pfT 
I Pronounce uiogo 
E a 






I Pronounct Uf g» 
Occasions for: 
• imnlng 1 — numaruB. 





Chinese Charaders ^ 
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C/iinese Cfiamcters 
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APPENDIX H. APPPROVAL OF HUMAN SUBJECT COMMITTEE 
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Information for Review of Research Involving Human Subjects 
Iowa Stat* Univarsity 
(Please type and use the attached instructions for completing this form) 
Tide of Prnj^. Instaxtional Svstan; Usirc Hyr^a^fedia to Teach Recqgridan of Chinese 
Characters for Begirriprq of d-onese as a Foreigi I^ngLgep 
I agree to provide the proper surveillance of this project to insure that the rights and welfare of the human subjects arc 
protected. I will report any adverse reactions to the committee. Additions to or changes in research procedures after the 
project has been approved will be submitted to the committee forreview. I agree to request renewal of approval forany project 
continuing more than one year. a / 
Hor. Shu 9/30/90 ->0^6(V 
1 y-ped Nime of Principal Invatigitor Dale SiinOure of Piiociptl Investifitor 
Professicral Stuiies in Ffiraticn (Ourr.) 641 Pammel Court 296-7889 
Dcparunait Campui Addieil Campus Telephone 
3. Sig^tures of other investigators Date Relationship to Principal Investigator 
4. Principal Invcsiigator(s) (check all that apply) ( OCF 1 1990 
U Faculty • Staff E Graduate Student • Undergraduate Student 
'Si/ 
5. Project (check all that apply) 
• Research 3 Thesis or dissertation • Class project • Independent Study (490,590, HonoVpr^ect) 
6. Number of subjects (complete all that apply) 
X # Adults, non-students "2^ # ISU student # minors under 14 other (explain) 
# minors 14 - 17 
X: 30 SLbjœts total, a mixture of ISU students ad rcn-studaits. 
7. Brief description of proposed research involving human subjects: (See instructions, Item 7. Use an additional page if 
needed.) 
Attached. 
(Please do not send research, thesis, or dissertation proposals.) 
8. Informed Consent: • Signed informed consent will be obtained. (Attach a copy of your form.) 
El Modified informed consent will be obtained. (See instructions, item 8.) 
• Not applicable to this project 
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9. Confidentiality of Dtii: Describe below the methods to be used to ensure the confidentiality of data obtained. (See 
insmiciions, item 9.) 
There is no personal identifier used in this project and data will be reported 
in aggregate form. 
10. What risks or discomfort will be part of the study? Will subjects in the rcscarch be placed at risk or incur discomfon? 
Describe any risks to the subjects and precautions that will be taken to minimize them. (The concept of risk goes beyond 
physical risk and includes risks to subjects' dignity and self-respect as well as psychological or emotional risk. Sec 
instructions, item 10.) 
There is no risk or discomfort. 
11. CHECK ALL of the following that apply to your research: 
• A. Medical clearance necessary before subjects can participate 
• B. Samples (Blood, tissue, etc.) from subjects 
<• C. Administration of substances (foods, drugs, etc.) to subjects 
• D. Physical exercise or conditioning for subjects 
• E. Deception of subjects 
• F. Subjects under 14 years of age and/or Q Subjects 14 -17 years of age 
• G. Subjects in institutions (nursing homes, prisons, etc.) 
[j H. Research must be approved by another institution or agency (Attach letters of approval) 
No item applicable. 
ir you checked any of the items in 11, please complété tbe following in the space below (include any attachments); 
Items A-D Describe the procedures and note the safety precautions Ning taken. 
Item E Describe how subjects will be deceived; justify the deception; indicate the debriefing procedure, including 
the timing and information to be presented to subjects. 
Item F For subjects under the age of 14, indicate how informed consent from parents or legally authorized repre­
sentatives as well as from subjects will be obtained. 
Items G & H Specify the agency or institution that must approve the project. If subjects in any outside agency or 
instiUition are involved, approval must be obtained prior to beginning the research, and the lener of approval 
should be filed. 
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Last Name of Principal Investigator Hor 
Checklist for Attachments and Time Schedule 
The roUowing are attached (please check): 
1 2 . L e t t e r  o r  w r i t t e n  s t a t e m e n t  t o  s u b j e c t s  i n d i c a t i n g  c l e a r l y :  
a) purpose of ihe research 
b) the use of any identifier codes (names. #'s), how they will be used, and when they will be 
removed (sec Item 17) 
c) an estimate of time needed for participation in the research and the place 
d) if applicable, location of the research activity 
e) how you will ensure confidentiality 
0 in a longitudinal study, note when and how you will contact subjects later 
g) participation is voluntary; nonparticipation will not affect evaluations of the subject 
13. ~ Consent form (if applicable) 
14. ~ Letter of approval for research from cooperating organizations or institutions (if applicable) 
15.x Data-gathering instruments 
16. Anticipated dates for contact with subjects: 
First Contact Last Contact 
17. If applicable; anticipated date that identifiers will be removed from completed survey instruments and/or audio or visual 
upcs will be erased; 
Not applicable 
October 15, 1990 November 30, 1990 
Month / Day / Year Month / Day / Year 
Month / Day / Year 
lent or Administrative lartoiental Executive Officer Date 
19. Decision of the University Human Subjects Review Committee: 
Project Approved Project Not Approved No Action Required 
Patr ic ia  M.  Ke i th  
Name of Committee Chairperson Date Signature of Committee Chairperson 
GC: l /90  
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APPENDIX I. LETTER TO SUBJECTS 
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loWCl StfltC LlvilVCrSltlj of Science and Teclmolot;v 
•  '  M  
Ames. Iowa 50011-3190 




This is a project conducted by Shu Hor (a doctoral 
student in Professional Studies in Education at ISU), as her 
dissertation research. The purpose of the project is to develope 
and evaluate an interactive videodisc system based on Chinese 
etymology for teaching Chinese characters to beginners of Chinese 
as a foreign language. 
With this system, developed by the investigator, you will 
learn 30 Chinese characters with related information. Under 
the investigator's guidance, it will take you about 30 minutes 
to go through this program. Before this experiment, there is a 
questionnaire for gathering your personal information. Then, 
after the program, there is another questionnaire for you to 
complete for evaluation of this program. Both of the question­
naires need to be filled out, sealed, and returned in a provided 
envelope right after you complete the program. It will take you 
ten minutes to answer each questionnaire. 
1 8 4  PAGE 2 
Your participation is absolutely voluntary and you are free 
to discontinue it at any time. Your answers will be totally 
confidential because there is no personal identifier required in 
the questionnaires, and the envelope sealed by you won't be 
opened until all needed data has been gathered. Data will be 
reported in aggregate form. All the questionnaires will be 
destroyed after this project is completed. 
Your participation and comments are appreciated and are very 
valuable for evaluation of the project. If you have any ques­
tions about the research or need further information, please feel 
free to contact with my by phone (02)391-3435. Thank you for your 
time and effort. 
Sincerely 
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APPENDIX J. QUESTIONNAIRE I 
QUESTIONNAIRE 1. 
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There are 13 questions included in this questionnaire. Please 
answer each question by choosing ONE statement that corresponds to 
your situation or by writing the information. 
1. Age: a. 19 and under 
b. 20 - 29 
c. 30 - 39 
d. 40 - 49 
e. 50 and above 
2. Sex: a. Male 
b. Female 
3. Education level; a. High school 
b. Undergraduate 
c. Graduate 
4. My major: a. Linguistics or language 
b. Other 
5. My nationality: 
6. Native language: 
7. The foreign language(s) other than Chinese which I have ever 
learned: 
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8. I am taking Chinese language courses because: 
a. I think the Chinese language will help me to understand better 
the Chinese people and their way of life. 
b. A knowledge of several language will make me a more broadly 
educated person. 
c. I want to learn about another culture to understand the world 
better. 
d. I need the credit. 
9. If Chinese characters were not taught in this institute, I would 
probably: 
a. try to pick up Chinese characters in everyday situations. 
b. try to have lessons on Chinese characters somewhere else. 
c. not bother to learn Chinese characters at all. 
10. Chinese characters will be one of my preferred parts of Chinese 
language courses. 
a. disagree. 
b. no opinion. 
c. agree. 
11. Considering how I will study the Chinese characters of my 
Chinese language courses, I can honestly say that I will: 
a. really try to learn Chinese characters. 
b. do just enough work to keep up with the course. 
c. do very little work and hope to pass by sheer luck or 
intelligence. 
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d. ask not to learn Chinese characters. 
12. I think learning Chinese character is: 
a. very interesting. 
b. no more interesting than most subjects. 
c. not interesting at all. 
13. After I finish my Chinese language courses, I will probably: 
a. continue to learn more Chinese characters. 
b. try to use those Chinese characters I learned but not bother 
to learn more. 
c. make no attempt to remember any of Chinese characters. 
1 8 9  
APPENDIX K. QUESTIONNAIRE II 
1 9 0  
Evaluation of Etymology-Based Instructional System 
There are two sections included in this questionnaire. Section 
I consists of 6 questions and Section II contains 27 questions. 
Section I. 
Please answer each question by choosing ONE statement that 
corresponds to your feelings toward the learning of Chinese 
characters. 
1. After I finish my Chinese language courses, I will probably: 
a. continue to learn more Chinese characters. 
b. try to use those Chinese characters I learned but not bothe-r 
to learn more. 
c. make no attempt to remember any of Chinese characters. 
2. I think learning Chinese character is: 
a. very interesting. 
b. no more interesting than most subjects. 
c. not interesting at all. 
3. Considering how I will study the Chinese characters of my Chinese 
language courses, I can honestly say that I will: 
a. really try to learn Chinese characters. 
b. do just enough work to keep up with the course. 
c. do very little work and hope to pass by sheer luck or 
intelligence. 
d. ask not to learn Chinese characters. 
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4. Chinese characters will be one of my preferred parts of Chinese 
language courses. 
a. disagree. 
b. no opinion. 
c. agree. 
5. If Chinese characters were not taught in this institute, I would 
probably: 
a. try to pick up Chinese characters in everyday situations. 
b. try to have lessons on Chinese characters somewhere else. 
c. not bother to learn Chinese characters at all. 
6. After working through this instructional program, my interest on 
learning Chinese characters is: 





Please circle the number that corresponds to your thoughts on 
this instructional system with each statement. 
1 = SD : Strongly Disagree 
2 = D : Disagree 
3 = U : Undecided 
4 = A : Agree 
5 = SA : Strongly Agree 
A. Content 
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SD D U A SA 
1. The process of a character changing from 12 3 4 5 
the original form to modern form helps 
recognizing the shape of the character. 
2. The story about the origin of a character 12 3 4 5 
helps memorizing the shape of the character. 
3. The story about the origin of a character 12 3 4 5 
helps understanding the meanings of the 
character. 
4. The story about the origin of a character 12 3 4 5 
helps memorizing the meanings of the 
character. 
5. The analysis of radical and phonetic helps 12 3 4 5 
understanding the relations of the shape, 
the meanings, and the pronunciation of a 
compound. 
6. The analysis of the phonetic helps memo­
rizing the pronunciation of a compound. 
1 2 3 4 5 
7. The examples of a character help under- 12 3 4 5 
standing the extent of its usage. 
8. The material relating to a character is 12 3 4 5 
enough for recognizing it. 
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9. The materials about the radicals, the pho 
netics and the origins of the characters 
help recognizing the shape of a character 
never learned before. 
10. The materials about the radicals, the pho 
netics and the origins of the characters 
help predicting the meaning pronunciation 
of a character never learned before. 
11. The materials included are too difficult 
to understand. 
B. Computer Program Design 
12. It is effective to get information needed 
using the program. 
13. The program provides enough choices for 
users' preference. 
14. The function of each choice is clear for 
the users to use. 
15. It is easy to visualize the process of 
using the program. 
C. Video Design 
16. The visual presentation enhances the moti­
vation of learning Chinese characters. 
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17. The visual presentation delivers the ety- 12 3 4 
mological analyses of characters clearly. 
18. The visual presentation is interesting. 12 3 4 
19. The visual presentation is important for 12 3 4 
understanding the materials. 
20. The narration presents the information 12 3 4! 
clearly. 
D. The Whole System 
21. The purpose of using the system is clear. 12 3 4 1 
22. The system reduces the difficulties of 12 3 4 5 
learning Chinese characters. 
23. The system motivates the users to learn 12 3 4 5 
more Chinese characters. 
24. The system is effective on learning/teach- 12 3 4 5 
ing Chinese characters. 
25. The system improves the users' abilities 12 3 4 5 
on recognizing the characters never learned 
before. 
26. It is worth to develop this kind of system 12 3 4 5 
for teaching Chinese characters. 
27. Other Comments 
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APPENDIX L. QUESTIONNAIRE III 
1 9 6  
Evaluation of Etymology-Based Instructional System 
There are 27 questions included in this questionnaire. Please 
circle the number that corresponds to your thoughts on this 
this instructional system with each statement. 
1 = SD ; Strongly Disagree 
2 = D : Disagree 
3 = U : Undecided 
4 = A : Agree 
5 = SA ; Strongly Agree 
SD D U A SA 
A. Content 
1. The process of a character changing from 12 3 4 5 
the original form to modern form helps 
recognizing the shape of the character. 
2. The story about the origin of a character 12 3 4 5 
helps memorizing the shape of the character. 
3. The story about the origin of a character 12 3 4 5 
helps understanding the meanings of the 
character. 
4. The story about the origin of a character 
helps memorizing the meanings of the 
character. 
1 2 3 4 5 
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5. The analysis of radical and phonetic helps 12 3 4 5 
understanding the relations of the shape, 
the meanings, and the pronunciation of a 
compound. 
6. The analysis of the phonetic helps memo- 12 3 4 5 
rizing the pronunciation of a compound. 
7. The examples of a character help under- 12 3 4 5 
standing the extent of its usage. 
8. The material relating to a character is 12 3 4 5 
enough for recognizing it. 
9. The materials about the radicals, the pho- 12 3 4 5 
netics and the origins of the characters 
help recognizing the shape of a character 
never learned before. 
10. The materials about the radicals, the pho- 12 3 4 5 
netics and the origins of the characters 
help predicting the meaning pronunciation 
of a character never learned before. 
11. The materials included are too difficult 12 3 4 5 
to understand. 
B. Computer Program Design 
12. It is effective to get information needed 12 3 4 5 
using the program. 
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13. The program provides enough choices for 
users' preference. 
14. The function of each choice is clear for 
the users to use. 
15. It is easy to visualize the process of 
using the program. 
C. Video Design 
16. The visual presentation enhances the mot 
vation of learning Chinese characters. 
17. The visual presentation delivers the ety 
mological analyses of characters clearly 
18. The visual presentation is interesting. 
19. The visual presentation is important for 
understanding the materials. 
20. The narration presents the information 
clearly. 
D. The Whole System 
21. The purpose of using the system is clear 
22. The system reduces the difficulties of 
learning Chinese characters. 
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23. The system motivates the users to learn 
more Chinese characters. 
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24. The system is effective on learning/teach- 12 3 4 5 
ing Chinese characters. 
25. The system improves the users' abilities 12 3 4 5 
on recognizing the characters never learned 
before. 
26. It is worth to develop this kind of system 12 3 4 5 
for teaching Chinese characters. 
27. Other Comments 
